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PREFACE
From that long-ago, forgotten day in human history when
man's first city became aware of itself as different from the villages
about it, --down to this present age, --there has been a controversy among
men as to which is the better place wherein to live. The city, by
virtue of its superior size and wealth, has often seemed to hold the
winning hand. Two thousand years ago the smug Jerusalemites looked
down their noses and murmured, "Can any good thing come out of Nazareth?"
And evan today we commonly hear the quip- -"God made the country; man
made the city; and the Devil made the small town I"
Despite all this, however, the village has always had its
defenders. Doubtless, many a poet and seer of old Greece fled from
busy Athens, with its bickering market-place, to the quiet friendly
streets of some Aegean village—there to sing the virtues of the quiet
life, More recently, Goldsmith, in his "Deserted Village", glowingly
celebrated the merits of Fair Auburn; while only yesterday Vachel
Lindsay wrote;
"0 you who lose the art of hope,
’.Vhose temples seem to shrine a lie,
V/hose sidewalks are but stones of fear
,
'7ho weep that Liberty must die.
Turn to the little prairie towns,
Your higher hope shall yet begin.
On every side awaits you there
Some gate where glory enters in," 1
1, Lindsay, Vachel, "A Gospel of Beauty",
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.
In this study it is our purpose to consider these "little
prairie towns" of which Lindsay sings. in many ways they exemplify
the village universal} however, we shall not consider them from that
standpoint, but shall regard them simply in their aspect as Mid-Western
villages. Moreover, we shall scarcely touch upon their pioneer be-
ginnings, for the pioneer village had little in common with the typical
village of to-day. Nor shall we often touch upon the st r ict ly modern
village— for this has not yet found its way into literature to any great
extent. For the most part, the villages which we shall consider will
be still in "the horse and buggy era", for even as late as 1925 the
automobile and the radio were luxuries in the Mid-Western village. Con-
sequently, the geogi^aphical limits of this study will be the rather
vague boundaries of that section of the United States called the Middle-
West— a fertile area stretching from Pennsylvania to the Rockies, and
from the Canadian border to Kentucky, Missouri and Oklahoma; and the
time limits will be approximately 1870 and 1930.
As to just what constitutes the population limits of a village,
we have not been arbitrary. It is difficult to see just where village
merges into town and to’Jm into city. But the village spirit is present
in all the titles we shall consider—even though William Allen White's
small towns of thirty or forty thousand would seem veritable cities to
the inhabitants of Masters' Petersburg or dale's Friendship Village.
In this study we shall attempt to do three things;
First--present a picture of the Mid-Western village as
it is portrayed by representative prose writers—considering separately
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3various important institutions and phases of village life.
Second- -present historically the so-called "Battle of
the Village,—arranging the authors studied into groups of those who are
favorable, those who are unfavorable, and those who have a balanced
attitude toward village life.
Third— in conclusion, give an estimate of what, to our
mind, constitutes an honest and just view of the Mid-Western village—
based on our observation and experience.
It has been impossible in a paper of this scope to make an
exhaustive study of the Mid-Western village, but a sincere attempt has
been made to present a representative picture of the vill8.ge as seen in
fiction. The writer is conscious of a slight bias in favor of the
village; but she hopes that this sympathy has not too greatly colored
her criticism
.e
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4PART I.
THE VILLAGE AS SEEN IN FICTION
To one who has had no acnuaints-nce with small town life, the
Mid-Western village, as seen in literature, is a hopelessly contradictory
place. On the one hand, it is presented as just a little lower than
Heaven; on the other, as just a little higher than Hell. An investi-
gation of a composite village (made up of a mixture of the villages de-
scribed by the authors we have studied) would indicate that we were look-
ing at a veritable Dr .-Jekyl-and-Mr.-Hyde sort of tovm.
HOME LIFE. Approaching this village from one side we see a
depressing sight. A huddle of ramshackle buildings, built neither
for beauty nor permanency, line the rutted streets. Both the meagre
business district and the homes (with one or tv/o exceptions) are poor and
slovenly. The men loafing about the stores are either dull-eyed and
shiftless or insufferable "Boosters" ranting about the virtues of "Corn
Hollow". Their homes are often ill-kept, either through poverty or
carelessness. A typical kitchen would resemble the one found in Arlie
Gelston's home;
".
.
.a greasy confusion—the worktable with its unwashed dishes;
the range with pots and kettles shoved to one side to make room for the
flat-irons; the cupboard with doors opened upon top-heavily piled cups
and plates, broken biscuits and mice traps." 1
1. Sergei, Roger L.
,
Arlie Gelston, pp. 4-5.
,X
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In homes like this live broken-spirited families. For the
mother each day is merely a repetition of the boring drudgery of the day
before— brightened only by snatches of neighborhood gossip. The father,
who has probably long ago lost the dreams of success which every man one
time has, finds in his work no challenge and in his home no encouragement.
To the children, such a home is a place to be avoided as much as possible.
Here there is no family fellov/ship but only indifference, if not actual
antagonism.
In some of the better-kept houses, where the "Boosters" live,
there would be less drudgery, but no less dullness. Each day is a
sluggish replica of the last, even though to these people the monotony
is not noticeable. In their middle-class comfort, they regard them-
selves with smug pleasure. They are "A savorless people, gulping taste-
less food, and sitting afterward, coat less and thoughtless, in rocking
chairs,
, ,
listening to mechanical music, saying mechanical things
about the excellence of Ford automobiles, and viewing themselves as the
1
greatest race in the world,”
We will be greatly depressed at all this until we wander into
another section of the village--! here to find a wholly different scene.
There is less poverty here, and what there is is respectable. The
people are alert, friendly, and contented. If it should be a summer
evening we might see what William Allen V^ite described several years
ago (except that today the automobile has become the family vehicle);
1. Lewis, Sinclair, Iii'ain Street , p, 265.
-I. ...
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,
.the families (were) riding abroad behind their good old nags,
under the overhanging elms that meet above our newly-paved streets,
. ,
The town ia a great grove springing from a bluegrass sod, with porch
boxes making flecks of color among the vines, cannas and elephant-ears
and foliage plants rise from the wide lawns; and children bloom like
moving flowers all through the picture," 1
Inside the neat houses we will find, if we look, a happy
home life—with love and gentleness holding sway. Sometimes there is
hard work to do (for very few are rich)—but busy hands make happy
hearts. The house-wives are proud of their tidy kitchens where spicy
smells come often from the oven and where the sunlight shines on rows of
jelly glasses on the windov/ sills. To such pleasant homes children
romp merrily on the way from school and husbands come gladly when the
day is done
,
NATURE , Notwithstanding the contrasting views hitherto
taken by our authors, there is one aspect of village life about which
they agree: that is, the beauty of nature in and near the village. For
sun and wind and earth and grov/ing things are never far away from even the
poorest villager. He lifts his head to smell the wind sweeping over
the beloved prairie—a wind "laden with earth-odors, the good old smells
of loam and clod, and subsoil^—whispering of the coming of purple-
flowered alfalfa, and rustling corn, , , , It is to the son of the
2
prairie v^at the , • • wet salt -filled wind is to the sailor.
1. '.Thite, William Allen, In Our Town , p. 117.
2. Aldrich, Bess Streeter, Mother Mason , p. 266.
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The villager usually has a garden, and working in it early on a summer
morning he rejoices (though perhaps half unconsciously) in the fresh
beauty of his growing things—while dew-laden plants and grasses splash
him to the knees. Indeed, so engrossed is he in the pleasant things
about him that it is doubtful whether he is aware of the ugly sights in
his village until some outsider points them out to him. Not that the
villager is an eternal optimist, always seeing only the bright side--
but, in his better moods, he finds a quiet joy in the moonlight, the sun-
light, the trees along the streets, "The air [isj fullof village murmur,
of distant laughter, and clopping horses, and the barking of a farmyard
1
dog— a shadow of noise"—and he is happy. The villager is not so hurried
as the city dweller; he has eyes to see many a small thing that would be
scorned or overlooked by a more sophisticated man, ’Villa Gather, who
knows the village well, points this out in a vivid way: "Nothing in the
world, not snow mountains or blue seas, is so beautiful in moonlight as
the soft, dry summer roads in a farming country, roads where the white
2
dust falls back from the slow wagon wheel." This natural beauty is
especially appealing to children—as Sherwood Anderson, William Allen
7/hite, Ruth Suckow, 'Villa Gather, and even Sinclair Lewis indicate,
'Villiam Allen ’.Vhite gives an admirable illustration;
1, Lewis, Sinclair, Ann Vickers, p, 22.
2, Gather, ’Villa, Obscure Destinies , p, 212,
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8"A dog in some distant farmyard wa.s baying at the moon. A
whining screech-owl sent a faint shudder of superstitious fear over the
hoy. For a long time he sat on the fence absorbing the night sounds--
the claque of the frogs, the burring of the crickets, the hum of the
water on the mill-dam far down the valley, and the occasional call of
some human voice, ringing like a golden bell in the hush of the night.
[Then his mother called him to come wash his foet and go to bed^ , . ,
Slowly the boy climbed to the earth. He shuffled through dew, but his
feet were still too dirty. He stood in the tub of water by the pump,
rubbing one foot with the other, and his eyes turned moonward. The
thrall of the night caught him again.” 1
THE CHURCH
.
Here and there in our Mid-Western village we
come upon small Protestant churches; and, judging by the many references
made to them in literature, they have wielded a significant influence
over village life,— but as to whether this influence is good or evil
there is a decided division of opinion. Perhaps the darkest picture
is given by E, W, Howe in his Story of a Country Town
. In the pioneer
community which he describes the lives of the people were wretchedly
hard, and if ever the solace and fortitude of true religion were needed
it was here. But the preacher v/as a severe man. To him the path to
salvation was very straight and despera;.ely narrow, and the religion he
preached to the people only "added to their other discomforts, for it
2
was hard and unforgiving.” In dark reminiscence, the narrator con-
tinues:
1. I’/hite, William Allen, The C ourt of Boyville, p. 357.
2, Howe, H. V/,, Story of a Country Town, p. 4,
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'<7hen I think of the years I lived in Fairview, I imagine that the
sun was never bright there (although I am certain that it was), and I
cannot relieve my mind of the impression that the cold, changing shadow
of the gray church has spread during my long absence and enveloped all
the houses where the people lived," 1
In Twin Mounds, where the family moved after leaving Fairview, conditions
were little better. Here most of the people v/ere "Campbellites", and
they looked upon religion solely as "a struggle between the Carapbellite
2
Church and the Devil," They regarded every other denomination with
suspicion, and when one of the Methodist minority maintained that sprink-
ling "answered every purpose of baptism", excitement was intense. The
citizens of Twin Mounds spent much of their idle time in disputes on re-
ligion-disputes which were never settled, and often "the men who argued
the most were those v/ho chased deer with hounds on Sunday, and ran horse
races, for they did not seem to discuss the subject so much on account of
3
its importance as because of its fitness as a topic to quarrel about,"
Especially in these early days the preachers often ranted
about hell, and their rantings were repulsive to even such a primitive
creature as Bud Means in The Hoosier School-Master
.
Bud indignantly
says, "The preacher was so insultin', , , , He seemed to be kind of glad
n
that we was to be damned, and he preached somethin* like some folks swears.
1, Howe, S. IrV, Story of A Country Town « p, 11.
2. Ibid ,, p. 167.
3. 2tid .
, p, 165,
4, Eggleston, Edward, The Hoosier Schoolmaster , p, 159.
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Revivals were held every v/inter and were times of great emotional up-
heaval. Sherwood Anderson, who is not too gentle in his attitude
toward the church (although for religion, itself, he has a poet‘s
feeling), effectively describes one of these revivals in ^findy McPher -
son's Son
. To the boy, Sam, the travelling evangelist with "his
assured business-like air,
,
.looked like a man who had goods to be sold
, , , ,
While the choir sang he ran up and do’wi the platform waving his
arms and shouting excitedly to the people on the church benches, 'Singl
Sing! Sing: For the glory of God, sing:’" He called the town a cess-
pool of vice. He ran up and down the platform and into the aisles
among the people, "His voice rose, and sweat ran off his face. A sort
1
of frenzy seized him," Then the "saved" were asked to stand and to
testify; and, for the uncomfortable ones who remained in their seats,
vigorous prayers were offered. At one such meeting, the sensitive boy,
Sam, was so cruelly embarrassed that he vowed never to Come to church
again.
For preachers, especially such preachers as this, Anderson
has little use. Of them, one of his characters says: "They are
dodgers. They do not get at things. They are damned dodgers, pre-
2
tending to be good," With his poetic passion for life and beauty,
Anderson is at times bitter against the spiritual poverty which such a
religion forces upon its believers,
1, Anderson, Sherwood, Windy McPherson's Son, pp^ 36-37.
2. Ibid., p. 260.
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"Oh Father^ Send down to men a new Christ,
, ,
a modern Christ
with a pipe in his mouth who will swear and knock us about so that v/e
vermin,
.
,will understand. Let him go into churches, and into court-
houses, into cities, and into toTOS like this, shouting, 'Be ashamed^
Be ashamed of your cowardly concern over your snivelling souls I' Let
him tell us that never will our lives, so miserably lived, be repeated
while our bodies lie rotting in the grave,
, , ,0h Father! help us men of
Caston to understand that we have only this, our lives, this life so warm
and hopeful and laughing in the sun,
, ,
," 1
Both Anderson and Sinclair Lev/is sometimes speak of the church
es as being merely clubs—especially in the "boom" days during the World
War and for several years afterward. The optimistic, high-pressure
methods of business were carried into the church by the clergymen in an
attempt to put their religion across and popularize their institution.
Babbitt's church in Zenith is a highly efficient organization, whose
minister is too busy meeting v/ith prominent business-men' s clubs to have
much time to devote to the individual problems which any of his congre-
gation might have, Anderson, referring to the World War period, says;
"Often the men I heard speaking in the churches spoke in the same words,
used the same terms to define the meaning of life that were used by the
2
real-estate boomer, the politician or the enterprising business man, "
In contrast to these rather vicious portrayals of the
village church, are the kinder reports given by other observers. To
some, the little village church really seemed "a rest in a weary land",
1, Anderson, Sherwood, ’Vjndy McPherson's Son , pp, 53-54,
2, Anderaon, Sherwood, A Story-Teller's Story, p, 220.
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"^-Vho can pass a village church
By night in these clean prairie-lands
Without a touch of Spirit
-power?" 1
Even Sherwood Anderson speaks gently of the Mid-Western church as it was
in the early years after the Civil War: "In the little Protestant
churches ghe peopl^ gathered on Sundays to hear of God and his works.
The churches were the center of the social and intellectual life of the
2
times. The figure of God was big in the hearts of men." William
Allen ^iBiite touches the church with humor at times—but always gently.
He accepts it as a revered and beneficent institution in community life.
In our to^iTi, he says, "We send our children to Sunday School, and v/e go
to church and leo.rn how God's rewards or punishments fell upon the men
3
of old. ..." And, in contrast to Anderson, he treats the annual
Methodist revivals with respect and sympathy.
The ministers, too, come in for a good word. They were
usually men of integrity and some learning, and
,
especially in the
earlier days, had great influence in the community. Even in Howe's
dark Story of a Country Town the gentle character of the Rev. Goode
Shepherd shines out. Unlike the other clergy of the community, he
preached a kindly religion. He was happy in his faith, and felt that
God was merciful as v;ell as just. He believed that "while walking the
streets of the heavenly city he would meet many of the friends he had
4
worried about, saved by love infinitely greater than he had expected".
1. Lindsay, Vachel, "A Gospel of Beauty."
2. Anderson, Sherwood, Wines burg, Ohio
, p. 66.
3. Thite, William Allen, In Our Tpv/n
, p. 93.
4 ^ Howe, E. W. op . cit . , p. 6G,
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Sinclair Lewis relenis from his constant dis'paragement of the ministry
long enough to say that the young Reverend Donnelley of Waubanakee,
(although his sermons were "suffocatingly dull"), was nevertheless "so
kind, so eager
,
and so generous that he bought Christmas stockings for
1
all the children of his church out of his own small salary. Zona Gale,
particularly in her early works, speaks kindly of the church and the
clergy. She approaches the mystical in describing the young Reverend
Stephen Love low;
"The face of the young minister was illumined as he read and talked to
his people. I think that I have never known such gentleness, never such
yearning and tenderness as v/ere his with that handful of crude and care-
less and devout. And though he spoke passionately and convincingly, I
could not but think that he was like some dumb thing striving for the
utternace of the secret fire v/ithin. ..." 2
Ruth Suckov/ gives us some of our most appealing and convincing
viev/s of the church. The Bonney Family is the story of a vill8.ge
minister and his family—a delightful story shov/ing the Reverend Mr,
Bonney as a very human person— full of frailty, but earnest and sincere
and anxious to do the right thing. In Country People the village
church-house is portrayed as a small, rather bleak little building--but
to the simple, hard-working people round about, it seems a bright and
friendly spot. Its sturdy, kindly influence is strongly felt. When
the young German couple, August and Emma Kaetterhenry , were first married,
"There v/as not much but work for them, , , , But they drove into church
when they could on Sunday mornings, Church--that was somehow part of
1. Lewis, Sinclair, Ann Vickers , p. 37.
2. Gale, Zona, The Loves of Pelleas and Etarre, p. 19,
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1
doing well, of living the way they should and getting prosperous.” in
their hard lives the church meant much. The children loved to go to
Sunday School—though they were shy because their clothes were old.
They all looked forward to Sunday School, loved the drive to town, the
story papers, the hymns, and especially the colored cards "with pictures
and the golden text on them” --showing Christ with "curly brown hair, in
2
white robes, the disciples in blue and red. ...” In the hearts of
these people the church held a vital place.
THE SCHOOL
. Strangely enough, the village school is not
frequently mentioned in Mid-Western literature—though its influence
upon the characters of village children must be great
.
In the early
days, as described in The Hoosjer Schoolmaster
,
the school, along with
the church, was a sort of social center for the people. Spelling bees
and "sings” were often held in the school-house. Holidays were sometimes
celebrated by "programs”. For some of the children, the hours spent in
school were happy ones, and the friendship of a kindly school teacher
sometimes did much to brighten the life of some neglected child. This
is touchingly shown in The Hoosjer Schoolmaster
.
In The Story of a
Country Town, the writer says that in all his early childhood there was
little of the pleasant except for "the sweet and patient face of Agnes”
3
(the girl school-teacher); while in Windy McPherson’s Son , Mary Underwood,
1. Suckow, Ruth, Country People . p. 56.
Ibid
. , p. 65.
3. Howe, E. W.
,
op. cit., p. 47.
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Sam's teacher, was one of the boy's truest friends, and an influence for
good throughout his life.
Usually when the school is mentioned at all, it is not with
favor. The school-house seems often to be bleak and uninteresting.
In Howe's story the children even went to school in the church and "played
at noon and recess among the mounds of the grave lot, there being no
playground, as it was not intended that the children of Fairview should
1
play," This, of course, was unusual, but conditions seem to have been
little better in many another community, Tith school-rooms barren and
uninteresting, play-grounds neglected and ill-equipped, and teachers
careless, there was little but mischief for the children to do at noons
and recess. So quarrelling and fights v/ere comraon. Young minds,
which during these play hours might have been awakened and trained into
ideals of sportsmanship, were dulled by idleness and fouled by obscen-
ities, "Certain necessary functions of the body" were performed in
wooden sheds, the walls of which were usually "covered with crude draw-
ings and scrawled sentences expressing the sensual dreams of crude and
2
adolescent youth and these were allov/ed by the authorities to remain,"
Edgar Lee Masters gives a stark account of such a school;
"I was now six years old and began to go to school, I have notrhing
but loathing for those days. The schoolroom had no proper ventilation,
and the air that we breathed was full of offense. The toilets were
foul beyond description; the first day at school I learned all the
obscene words that were then current, , , , These days at school were not
1. Howe, S. ’.V, op. cit ., p. 38.
2. Anderson, Sherwood, A Story-Teller's Story, p. 168.
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happy, they did not have a particle of charm; the teachers were without
personality. They were mere drudges in a thankless business," 1
It seems likely that the village school has not been fairly
represented in Mid-7/estern literature. Mark Twain, in Tom Sawyer and
Huckleberry Finn , speaks happily of school-day sweet -hearts and boyish
pranks; Hamlin Garland remembers pleasant days at the Osage "seminary";
James 'ATiitcomb Riley, in poetry, blissfully rem^ers the school of his
youth. But, for the most -)art
,
(at least in the titles used for this
study), the village school has been neglected or disparaged. It is
difficult to believe that the conditions revealed by Masters are (or
were) the norm. But if they are, we have every reason to lay the blame
for many of the ills of America squarely at the feet of the village
school,
AMUSEMENTS
.
As long as people remain human, gossip will
be one of the unfailing amusements of village life. For the village is
in essence, just an overgrown family. And just as Father and Mother
are interested in the doings of Son and Daughter--so are the Browns in-
terested in the affairs of the Greens, And even as little Mary must
have as pretty a dress as sister Jane, so must ^he Smiths (if possible)
keep up with the Joneses, Everybody knows all about everybody else
So everybody else becomes almost as interesting to one as oneself,
1. Masters, Edgar Lee, Across Spoon River , pp. 26 and 39,
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Village gossip, while it can be malicious, is not necessarily so--and,
whether malicious or not, is very diverting. It is indulged in not only
by women but also by men—and just as eagerly (though the subject-matter
may be different). For men, the social center is (as it always has been
in the small town) the general store. Here they gather to talk, to loaf
and smoke and play the inevitable game of checkers— in masculine comfort-
away from the foolishness of women. In winter they gather in the back
of the store among the barrels and boxes and sacks of groceries and
bolts of calico, and slouch for hours around the friendly stove. In
summer they meet on the porch outside—lounging on well-whittled boxes
and benches.
The women have no such meeting place always available to
them, and that is why there are Ladies' Aids and Sewing Circles, and
Women's Clubs in every small town. To the village woman, the affairs
of these little institutions are of the greatest importance and enjoy-
ment, Some of them exist only and avowedly for pleasure; but nearly
every woman belongs to at least one organization (such as the Ladies'
Aid) which has, as its excuse for being, a useful purpose. Here the
women work eagerly and happily, and (for all their chit-chat), do a
great deal of good, Ruth Suckow gives us a pleasing picture of an
afternoon spent with such a group;
"Emma enjoyed the quilting afternoons in the quiet chilly church base-
ment,
,
,with all the women sitting about in old-fashioned comfort.
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jtalking over neighborhood affairs, telling what their husbands and chil-
dren had done", while from the kitahen came "the crisp smell of
1
coffee. ..." 1
Village young people, like all others, find amusement in their
own company; and the streets of the village in literature often ring
with their songs and laughter. Meredith Nicholson, with sentimental
I
bombast gives us such a scene;
"The universal Main Street is made festive on summer nights by the pre-
sence of the town’s fairest daughters, clothed in white samite, mystic,
' wonderful, who know everyone and gossip democratically with their friend
,
the white jacketed young man who lords it at the druggist's soda fountain
.... In every such town there is a male quartette (which add^to the
joy of living, . . .Their efforts are more particularly pleasing when,
supplemented by guitar and banjo, they move through verdurous avenues
thrumming and singing as they go," 2
Especially on Saturday nights was the village blessed with such merry
groups as this,
"Saturday night was the great night in Caxton life. For it the clerks
in the stores prepared, , .and for it the mechanics, the farmers, and
the laborers dressed in their Sunday best and came forth to mingle v/ith
their fellows. On Main Street crowds packed the stores, the sidewalks
and drinking places, and men stood about in groups talking while young
girls with their lovers walked up and down." 3
In such simple ways as this did the young people of
yesterday's village amuse themselves. But now that every fa.mily has
its own automobile, and roads are good, and "gas" is cheap, the Mid-
Western village is strangely deserted on Saturday nights. Its young
people have found their way to the larger towns --or to the moonlit
countryside
,
1. Suckow, Ruth, Country People , p. 157.
2. Nicholson, Meredith, The Valiev of Democracy , p, 67.
3. Anderson, Sherwood, ’.Vindy McPherson's Son , p, 76.
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However, even yesterday's village had other amusements than
this. Sometimes in the summer the circus came--the amazing, unbelievable,
delightfully wicked circus. It was looked upon with some misgivings by
good Methodist parents; but, as William Allen White reminds us, "The
circus had a homestead in human hearts before John Wesley staked his
claim"--and even good Methodists "could not be deaf to the scream of the
1
calliope nor the tinkle of cymbals," Usually, before the summer was
over, there was also a county fair or Fourth of July picnic, and these
were looked forward to almost as much as the circus. Sherwood Anderson
describes a Fair day:
"In the main street.
.
.crowds filled the stores and the sidewalks.
. ,
horses whinnied, the clerks in the stores ran madly about, children be-
came lost and cried lustily, an American to’Jra worked terribly at the
task of amusing itself," 2
Roger Sergei gives us a similar picture of a Fourth of July picnic:
"Farmers' v/ives.
.
.trailed after starched children. Borne on parental
arms solemn babies sucked candy or cried with stretched cheeks and shirt
eyes. The boys and young men wore red and green banners about their
hats or around their chests, that exdlaimed in white letters; '0,You
Kid'', 'I Love You Truly' etc, and with rainbow colored feather-dusters
and gay cheap riding v/hips, they tickled polished necks and pov/dered
noses," 3
These events v/ere high-spots in the summer. In addition to
them, there has come to the village in more recent years an amusement
equally popular in both winter and summer. The motion-picture theatre
has brought untold enjoyment to the Mid-Western villager. Here even
the poorest townsman can occasionally lose himself for an evening of
1. White, William Allen, The Court of Boyville , p. 292.
2. Anderson, Sherwood, Wines burg;, Ohio . p, 285.
3. Sergei, Roger L., Arlie Gelstpn , pp, 30-31.
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dreams-come-t rue in a world where every woman is lovely and every man a
hero, vdiere excitement is intense, but the right man always wins, i^/hat
does it matter if the Mid -’Ve sterner has neither mountains nor sea nor
lakes to look upon—here he can see the wonders of the v/orld made real
before his eyes. To many, the "movie" is a magic thing--as it was to
poor Arlie Gelston:
"The Bijou, a white space in the dimly illumined street,
, .heliotropic
gnats buzzing about its lights, and about the illumined marquee over the
red, blue, and brown posters. Heliotropic human beings gossipped in
twos and threes, or stood idle on the curb in light-stunned contemplation.
Here the world condensed its marvel, flying on the screen,
, ,
," 1
DEMOCRACY
.
Democracy—that earliest and dearest virtue
of American life--still holds sv/ay in the village of fiction. But
there seems to be some question in the minds of our authors as to whether
this democracy is theoretical or actual. This question appears even as
early as the time of Hamlin Garland, who, in describing his boyhood,
says: "Theoretically, there were no social distinctions in Osage, but
after all, a large house and a two-seated carriage counted, and my mother's
visitors were never from the few pretentious homes of the tovm, but from
2
the farms," Nevertheless, another glimpse at life in Osage is signifi-
cant; ",
, ,on Sundays the entire family dressed for church as for a
solemn social function, fully alive to the dignity of Banker Brush, and
1, Sergei, Roger L,, op. cit ., p. 25.
2 Garland, Hamlin, A 'Son of the Middle Border
, p, 193.
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the grandeur of Congressman Deering who came to service regularly—but
1
on foot, so intense was the spirit of democracy among us,"
William Allen ?/hite testifies that "there v/ere lines of
social cleavage" in his town. There were v/hist clubs and dancing
clubs and v/omen's clubs, and in a general way, those* v/ho belonged to
these v/ere regarded as belonging to the best society, v/hile those out-
side were "out of the caste". But he is careful to add that these
2
distinctions were not taken too seriously by either side. After all,
it is difficult to be undemocratic in a small town; the people are too
dependent on each other, Moreover, it hardly seems fitting to look
down one's nose at somebody who is perhaps a respectable member of
one's own church and lodge, and #iose vote has the same power in the
town elections as one's own.
There seems to have been, however, a type of un-democracy
v^iich appeared when the foreign element began to sift into the Middle-
West, This is mentioned occasionally by Gather, Suckow, Lewis and others,
but seems to be regarded with no anxiety. Within a few months or years
the newcomers win their way into the life of the community and are
accepted by all. In Ann Vickers an example is given, "Jhe town of
Waubanakee, Illinois, had little use for Europeans and looked upon the
nev/ly-corae German cobbler, Oscar Klebs, with distinct suspicion. At
first there was quite a little excitement --the villagers saying;
",
,
.They say he's a Socialist, and I want to tell you, we haven't
1. Garland, Hamlin, A Son of the Middle Border , p, 193,
2. V/hite, William Allen, In Our Town , p. 217.
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got any room in this country for a bunch of soreheads that v;ant to throv/
1
a lot of bombs and upset ever3rthing. No sir, we haven't But it
so happened that there was no other good cobbler in town, so the gentle
old German was soon accepted, and before long his handsome son was
dancing v/ith the banker's daughter. In Waubanakee, as in every other
town, some of the children had nicer clothes and more wonderful parties
than others— but all the children were invited to these parties; and
Adolph Klebs (since he was handsome and well-mannered) was soon much ad-
mired. Indeed, there was no reason v/hy the banker should object to his
dancing with his daughter, for "After all" (lie reflects^ "this is a
2
democracy.
. .
1 was born on a farm myself."
Training for village democracy begins in childhood. There
is but one village school, and even the wealthiest families seldom care to
appear so snobbish as to send their children elsewhere. So boys and
girls from privileged homes fight and play and learn side by side with
children of farmers and laborers and loafers, and so discover early that
"Julie O'Grady and the Colonel's Lady are sisters under the skin." And
such early training in democracy is not readily forgotten. No true
villager (however v/ealthy) is comfortable in the role of aristocrat,
Meredith Nicholson says:
"In the smaller Ifestern towns, especially where the American stock is
dominant, lines of social demarcation are usually obscure to the vanish-
ing point. . . a woman who keeps help is very likely to
be apolegetic
about it; she is anxious to avoid the appearance of 'uppishness
—an
1, Lewis, Sinclair, Ann Vickers , p, 10,
2. Ibid ., p. 27.
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unpardonable sin. It is impossible for her to ignore the fact that the
her kiochen has, very likely, gone to school with her children
or has been a member of her Sunday School class," 1
And
-Villiam Allen Vhii^e adds that if, by chance, she does begin speaking
of the hired girl as her "maid"--"contrary to the vernacular rules of
the town"— some Aunt Martha is likely to bring up the subject of the
flour-sack underwear which this lady wore, when she was a girl, "during
2
the drought of '60".
In such a town as this, there is no leisure class. Every-
one is busy all day, and "it is always proper to ask v/hat a man does for
^ living,
,
.for none of us has money enough to live without v/ork
3
• • . Under such conditions, it is not difficult for a young per-
son to make his way,
"A boy with twelve dollars a week in a country town, who will spend a
dollar or two a month to have his clothes pressed, can accomplish any
social heights which rise before him, and there is no barrier in our
town to a girl merely because she presides at the ribbon-codnter
;
which,
of course, is as it should be." 4
It seems probable that this early American democracy v/ill
not continue indefinitely, even in the Middle-V/est (at least not so long
as our economic system remains a capitalistic one). It was a natural
accompaniment of our early national development. But the frontier has
vanished, and as the country grov/s older, family name and history v/ill
come to mean more. Moderate fortunes will be accumulated and handed
1. Nicholson, Meredith, The Valley of Democracy , p, 56.
2. V/hite, V/illiam Allen, In Our Town, p, 122,
3. Ibid . , p. 72.
4. Ibid .
, p. 43
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down from generation to generation. It will become more difficult to
climb from poverty to wealth, so that more or less definite classes will
arise. But, be that as it may, the Middle-’7estern village will be,
for long years to come, a stronghold of the belief that "a man's a man
for a'that."
POVERTY, This sturdy belief in democracy and the equality
of men made the Mid-Testern village a haven for the poor. Since few
were rich here, and even the rich pretended not to be, the poor man found
himself at no great disadvantage. Except in the earlier novels,
poverty is not bitterly spoken of as a part of village life. But in
the frontier days, described by Howe and Garland, want and misery were
prevalent
,
"The poor of the ’.Vestern prairies lie almost as unhealthily close to-
gether as do the poor of the city tenements. In the small hut of the
peasant there is as little chance to escape close and tainting contact
as in the coops and dens of the North End of proud Boston," 1
Howe, in describing the town of Twin Mounds, gives us this unhappy
picture;
"There were the usual number of merchants, professional men, mechanics
etc. who got along well enough, but I never knev/ how at least one half
of the inhabitants lived. Some of them owned teams, and farmed in the
immediate vicinity; others 'hauled* and others did whatever offered,
but they were all poor, and were consta.ntly changing from one house to
another,
.
They never paid their debts; "To get credit for an amount
was equal to earning it, to their way of thinking, and a new merchant
who came in did a great business until he found them out," 2
1. Garland, Hamlin, Prairie Folks
, p, 94.
2, Howe, S. 'i7. The Story of a Country Town , p, 168.
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It is thus evident that the pioneer community was harassed
by grinding poverty; but, for the most part, our authors give us an
entirely different viev;. The most optimistic ones (notably Zona Gale)
Speak of the village as a place where poverty is unknown. In Friend-
ship Village there was "nobody sick—nobody poor". Ruth Suckow gives
a similar testimony. Sarah Bonney was delighted at the opportunities
for settlement work in Chicago. She reflected that, "No one was poor
enough at home in Iowa. There was only that one half-witted family in
Morning Sun to whom the ladies of the Church had been able to give baby
1
clothes and Thanksgiving baskets,"
This seems a rather rosy picture, but all our authors
(with the exception of Garland, as noted above) seem to suggest that
rural poverty is nothing as compared to that of the city. No matter
how poor a man may be in the country or village, he still has plenty of
fresh air and sunshine and water to keep clean. Moreover, in his
hunger, he is not tempted by windows full of dainty food that he can
never hope to taste. As Miss Gather's Neighbor Rosicky says: "It
ain't so much fun bein' poor in a big city like London, I'll say I All
de windows is full of good t ' ings to eat, an' all de push-carts in de
streets is full, an’ you smell 'em all de time, an' you ain’t got no
2
money, ..."
Sherwood Anderson as a boy knew what it was to be poor— but
he speaks of it with no bitterness;
1. Suckow, Ruth, The Bonney Family, p. 200
2, Cat her, ’.Villa, Obscure Destinies , p, 51.
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"In all the tovms and over the wide countrysides of my own Mid-American
boyhood there was no such thing as poverty, as I myself saw it and knew
it later in our great American industrial towns and cities.
My ovm family v/as poor, but of what did our poverty consist?,
. , .
If our clothes were tof^ the torn places only let in the sun and wind.
In winter we had no overcoats, but that only meant that we ran rather
than loitered,
,
.The boy who has no warm overcoat throws back his head
and runs through the streets past houses where smoke goes up into a clear
cold sky, across vacant lots, through fields. The sky clouds and
snows come and the bare hands are cold and chapped. They are raw and
red but at night, before the boy sleeps, his mother will come with
melted fat and rub it over the raw places," 1
To this boy, with the heart of a poet, poverty was an ad-
venture, To illustrate this he tells an appealing story of his boy-
hood, The little family lived in a small Ohio town in the midst of a
farming community where cabbage-raising was a specialty. The shiftless
father seldom provided for the needs of his family. But every fall,
the mother succeeded in getting a winter’s supply of cabbages free— by
an amusing strategy. On Hallowe’en it was the custom of the village
boys to raid the cabbage fields and gather a wagon full of big cabbages
—pulled up by the root. Then they v/ould return to the village and,
approaching a house where they thought the inhabitants were asleep,
would hurl a big cabbage at the front door. The thunderous sound
would sometimes evoke shouts of rage from the rudely-awakened house-
holders--much to the joy of the pranksters. So on Hallowe’en, Anderson
continues, his canny mother gathered her children around her in the dark
house and waited for the fun. As soon as a cabbage would come thud-
ding against the door, she would dart out—scolding and threatening,
1. Anderson, Sherwood, A Story-Teller’s Story , pp . 3 and 5
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"Don't you dare come back to this house I I'll have the tovm marshall
after you, that’s what I'll do I" This, of course, delighted the boys;
and they came back again and again—to receive a Bound scolding each
time. At last, when all had quieted dovm, the mother and children
would gather up the cabbages, and the next day bury them carefully in
straw in the back yard. Then with white beans and salt pork and the
cabbages they did not fear the winter. "The cabbages were something
at our backs. They made us feel safe, " Anderson says,
—
"And there was also a sense of something achieved. In the land
in which we lived one did not need a large income. There was food all
about, plenty of it, and we who lived so precs-riously in the land of
plenty had, by our 'mother's wit', achieved this store of food v/ithout
v/orking for it.
It was a chance for the fancy to play, , . .One could imagine the
house in which one lived as a fort set far out on the western frontier.
The cabbages had been put into the ground with the stalks straight up.
They stuck up straight and stiff, like sentinels standing and, after
looking, one went into the fort and slept quietly and peacefully, , . .
Were there enemies prowling out there in the white darkness, the little
wild dogs of v;ant? One could laugh at such thoughts. Were not the
sentinels standing- -quietly and firmly waiting? One could go into the
fort and sleep in peace, hugging that thought." 1
As long as poverty can be met in such a spirit (and village poverty
usually can), it is not a thing to fear.
CURIOSn'Y
.
"By the end of October, with the dispersal of
foliage that has served all summer long as a screen for whatever small
privacy may exist betv/een American neighbors, we begin to perceive the
1, Anderson, Sherwood, A Story-Teller's Story, pp. 53-54,
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1Not that the sunimer tiderise of our autumn high tides of gossip."
was exactly low; for this is a force v/hich neither time nor season can
cause to ebb for long. It is not always an evil force, but it can be;
and in the village of fiction it frequently is. The village gossip,
as many of our authors, see her (or him) is not just a childishly in-
quisitive soul— but is a brutal and prying meddler. It is for this
flaw, above all others, that the sensitive person cannot easily forgive
the village. It is this v;hich makes him blind to its simple beauty and
deaf to those who would praise it
.
Every man would like to maintain
about himself a small area of privacy. But in the village what
happens? Does he choose to arise late in the morning? His neighbors
are all aware of his indolence; there was no smoke in his chimney until
nine o'clock. Does he prefer old-fashioned night -shirts to pajamas?
His neighbors are aware of that, too, from the v/ashing which his v/ife
hangs on the line each Monday. He and she become conscious of peering
eyes all around them; and, if they are rather reticent people who dis-
like to be stared at by passers-by, they soon learn to draw their shades
before reading the evening paper at night. They learn, too, to be
cautious with the telephone, for eaves-dropping by telephone is a re-
spectable amusement on the village party -line system. Even if they pay
extra for a private line they are little better off, for the telephone
operator is often a tireless reporter of what goes over the wires.
They had as well publish their secrets in the village paper as breathe
1. Tarkington, Booth, Gentle Julia, p. 225.
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them over the telephone. ’Then they walk down the streets, she, es-
pecially, is conscious of window curtains drawn cautiously back as she
passes. She knov/s that, though they have seen her a thousand times be-
fore, every woman is scrutinizing her again.
This constant surveillance becomes exceedingly irritating--
especially to newcomers, not accustomed to village ways;
"He told himself that these villagers were generous; that their snooping
was in part an affectionate interest, and inevitable in a village v/here
the most absorbing event of the year was the United Brethren Sunday
School Picnic on Fourth of July. But he could not rid himself of twitchy
discomfort at their unending,
, .detailed comments on everything. He
felt as though the lightest word he said in his consultation-room would
be magaphoned from flapping ear to ear all down the country roads," 1
Even the born-and-br'ed villager, accustomed as he is to
village gossip, sooner or later becomes angrily aware of the cruelty
of prying eyes and wagging tongues when he suddenly finds them turned
toward himself or one he loves, "Tien Sam McPherson over-heard the
women talking so maliciously of his friend, Mary Underwood, he ws.s
frenzied.
"The tovm that had seemed so paternal, so cheery, so intent upon wishing
him well, now seemed horrible. He thought of it as a great crav/ling,
slimy thing lying in wait amid the cornfields,
, .
.For the first time
he realized another S'de of village life. In fancy he saw going past
him on a dark road a long file of women, women with coarse unlighted
faces and dead eyes",
, . 7omen who feed on revolting murder cases in
the papers "rolling the horrid mess over and over on their tongues", , .
'iVomen who "live their lives in small, unaired, unsanitary houses, and
go on year after year washing dishes and clothes,
.
.They read no good
books, think no clean thoughts,
, .
,Something touching the lives of
such as wsilk in the clean air, dream dreams, and have the audacity to
be beauuiful beyond the beauty of animal youth, maddens them and they cry
out, running from kitchen door to kitchen door, , . ," 2,
1.
Lewis, Sinclair, Arrowsmit
h
, pp, 168-69,
2, Anderson, Sherv/ood, 7indy McPherson’s Son, pp, 110-113.
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Arlie Gelston, in her misfortune, learned to fear the eyes of the tov/ns
people. One morning by mistake she turned down Main Street on her way
to work instead of taking the usual side street.
Mrs. Nolte's eyes fastened on her waist-—a poking inquiry of pig-brown
eyes.
.
.From then on she dreaded the work of the morning.
.
.for in
the glare of anowy daylight she had to pass.
.
.people.
. .
.As she
approached a person, especially a woman, her whole thought would be;
'Will she notice?’ In every glance she found a leer, and in every
greeting a cold, gleeful triumph." 1
The village is all too often populated by people who lack
the spiritual stamina and imaginative ability to fill their lives with
interesting things. Living mechanically, thinking foolish thoughts,
they drag from day to day, in a stupor of self-content--7/ith no desire
to push back their mental boundaries. If there should be any among
them who find no joy in such a superficial existence and who conse-
quently take no part in the life of the to’-vn, but keep to themselves
and their books, they are looked upon with distrust. If, being women,
they do not join in the church suppers and go from porch to porch gossip
ing v/ith their neighbors on summer evenings, they are thought of as
slightly abnormal and more easily become the prey of gossip.
'i'/hen sickness and death fall upon the community these pry-
ing eyes and meddling hands come into their ovm. Under the guise of
kind and neighborly charity, they enter into the sorrowful house to
snoop to their heart's content. Sometimes, like 2. W. Howe's "Mrs,
Potter", they hold an almost official place in the community. Mrs,
1, Sergei, Roger L., op , cit .
,
p. 139.
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Potter was a woman of small importance in the town save when a death
occurred, whereupon- she emerged from her quiet and, with great effi-
ciency, took charge of all necessary details for the grieving family
She rarely visited a home until it was generally agreed that the illness
would be fatal, and so her coming invariably threw the family into great
distress. She was not greatly liked by anyone—and she, herself,
seemed to have no liking for people until after they were dead. Probably
death came to be doubly dreaded by the poor villagers of that town be-
1
cause of l^rs. Potter,
'^Tien sorrov/ descends upon a household, the inhabitants are
defenceless, Sven Mrs, Forrester, "the Lost Lady", who had always
maintained a proud reserve toward the villagers (a reserve which neither
the loss of her husband's fortune nor the ensuing necessity for doing
her o^vn house-work had weakened) was finally defeated,
"She had asked nothing and accepted nothing. Her demeanor toward the
tovmspeople was always the same; easy, cordial, and impersonal, , . ,
But now that the Captain was helpless, everything changed. She could
hold off the curious no longer. The to’-msworaen brought soups and cus-
tards for the invalid, Vhen they came to sit out the night with him,
she turned the house over to them. She was worn out, , , ,The Mrs,
Beasleys and Molly Tuckers had their chance at last, . . .They rummaged
through the linen closet, , , pried about in the attic and collar. They
went over the house like ants, the house where they had never before
got past the parlour.
, ,,
"Judge Pommeroy remarked to his nephew that he had never seen
these v/omen look so wide-awake, so important
—
pleased v/^ith themselves
, . . .
The Captain's illness had the effect of a social revival, like
a new club or a church society," 2
1, Howe, E, 7, Anthology of Another Tovai
, p, 113.
2, Cather, 7illa, A Lost Lady
, pp, 137-138.
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I
Such scathing words from the reasonable pen of Miss Gather
1 are a formidable blow to the village—and a blow for which there is,
I
undeniably, considerable provocation. No one can find much to say by '
I
1
I
I
way of condoning the village for its sin of meddling and gossiping. We
might think that, with everybody watching each other so closely, no one
I
\vould dare step out of the straight and narrow path. But not so. In ^
I ;
village lanes as well as city streets "our adversary the devil,
. ,
' walketh about, seeking v/hom he may devour,"
I
i
i
I
CULTURE
.
The term "culture" is admittedly a shadov/y word,
j
It is not always easy to define a gentleman. There is, on the one hand,
a development of mind wrought only by long and loving study and intimate
concourse with books. Such a development is rarely found among working |
I
I men. It flov/ers best when warmed by at least a modicum of wealth and 1
j
ease, and watered by the refreshing companionship of kindred minds,
I
It does not ordinarily thrive in the village. But, again, there is a
|
I
:
type of culture—a certain refinement of character, which sometimes
i
shines like a light in the faces of the simplest people. An intuitive i
I
deftness of touch, a universal sympathy, and an exquisite tolerance, i
bespeak the nobility of such persons whether they be Doctors of Philosophy !
of diggers of ditches—v/hethor they live in Paris or Peoria, Such
culture is sometimes found in the remotest village.
,
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There is some disagreement among our authors as to the cul-
tural status of the small to’TO; but, on the whole, evidence points to a
distinct lack among villagers of either mental development or native re-
finement, Friends of the village, however, are prone to suggest that
! those who find a lack in the small tov/n have a fundamental deficiency in
themselves, 7illiam Allen Thite says of a certain woman: '*She came to
the community from the "^ast
,
and found 'ndiat she brought—culture, friends,
1
and kindness at every turn." "Bigotry," says another friend of the
village, "is limited neither to rural communities nor cities,
, ,
There
are liberal-minded country store keepers and smug, orovincial-minded
2
Congressmen,
"
7e occasionally meet persons in the fictional village who
strive gallantly after culture through great difficulties, I/other
Kason, for instance, v/as not discouraged by her environment. She was
always endeavoring to keep her mind fresh and open. Even in the first
tiny cottage --always "full of tumbling babies, she had never allowed a
day to pass without a few hurriedly snatched moments of good reading.
Though clothes were mended and turned and made over, yet there were
3
always good books and magazjnes on the table." 1,'.other Mason had read
much; she was acquainted with the weavers of Thrums, the gardens of China,
the fishing fleets of Labrador, Nor had this knowledge of the world
1, ’‘/hite, '/illiam Allen, The Court of Boyville , p. 67.
2, Aldrich, Bess Streeter, Mother Mason , p. 82.
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made her dissatisfied ;rith her oto surroundings. She had ''touched her
life with the lives of these people of the earth" and had "come to the
conviction that, fundamentally, there was nothing in life that could not
1
be found in this little inland tovm,"
To the Mid-Westerner, who, like Mother Mason, has followed
from afar-off the star of culture, there is no contradiction in the
thought that it is worthv/hile to know not only the Odes of Pindar but
also the current price of corn.
"
. ,
.at heart the people.
. .
are simple and frugal; and if they read
Emerson and Bro'J^ing by the evening lamp, they know no reason why they
should not distinguish the next morning between the yellow-legged
chicken offered by the farmer’s wife at the market and frozen fowls of
doubtful authenticity that have been held for a season in cold storage." I
Much has been said in criticism of the provincial mind of the
Mid-We sterner. But the Mid -'7e sterner, himself, sees little reason why
he should not be as satisfied with his corner of the world as is the
Bostonian with his. No more stars rest upon the bosom of the placid,
proud Charles river on a summer night than are mirrored on the meekest
Illinois pond,
"The complacency of the provincial mind is due less, I believe, to
stupidity and ignorance, than to the fact that every ilmerican county is
in a sense complete, a political and social unit, in which the sovereign
rights of a free people are expressed by the courl-house and town hall,
spiritual freedom by the village church spire, and hope and aspiration in
the school house," 3
1, Aldrich, Bess Streeter, Mother Mason , p, 85,
2, Nicholson, Meredith, The provincial American , p, 73.
3, Ibid., p. 7.
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Moreover, the Mid-Westerner suspects that the much-vaunted culture of
the cities is often not more than "skin-deep". And he stoutly main-
tains that the culture of his town is "every bit as good as that".
"Because we live in country towns,
. .
.where the horses in the fire
department work on the streets, is no reason why city dwellers should
assume that we are na.tives.
. .
.You will find that all the things ad-
vertised in the backs of the magazines are in our houses, and that the
young men in our towns ’talking home at midnight.
.
.whistle the same
popular airs that lovelorn boys are whistling in New York, Portland,
San Francisco, or New Orleans. ... In the fall and winter [our girls]
fill the colleges of the East and State universities of the '7est."
Our people travel, and you will find them xvherever you go— from the Grand
Canyon to New York, from Charleston to Chicago. Moreover, our club-
women know what is being written about and what Mr. Sargent is
painting. 1
Such is the testimony regarding village culture as given
by those on the defense. The opposition has something else to say-
something of a far more blasting nature. Of all the opposing voices,
that of Sinclair Lewis is the loudest. To Lewis, the village is as
devoid of culture as its Main Street is of charmj yet, instead of being
ashamed of its lack, is insufferably well-pleased with itself. It
regards itself as the perfect example of American virtues. "Main
Street is the climax of civilization. That this Ford car might stand
in front of the Bon Ton Store, Hannibal invaded Rome, and Erasmus wrote
2
in the Oxford cloisters."
Out of this stupenduous self-admiration, fostered by the
prosperous era, grew those organizations of "Boosters "--the Kiwanis,
the Lions, and the Rotary Clubs etc.—all of them;
1. V.hite, William Allen, In Our Town, pp. 7-8.
2. Lewis, Sinclair, Main Street (Preface).
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",
,
.singing ’pep' songs, adoring Dr, Frank Crane, reading advertise-
ments on 'How to Develop Fewer at Home', doting on Efficiency, organizing
I social service campaigns, speaking often of the 'redemptive and regener-
ative influence of business', quoting the Bible in director's meetings,
and building up, from the pages of Bruce Barton, a conception of Jesus as
a 'born executive' who had by sheer force of 'personality' and salesman-
ship 'put over' or 'sv/ung' Christianity," 1
Lewis would be the last to blame the village, alone, for fostering the
Booster spirit. It was a product of the age throughout all America
—
originating first in the cities, then finding fertile ground for growth
in the small tovms. But, wherever found, his quick tongue lashes savage-
ly at it. In Arrowsmith we see how the tyrannical prejudice of a to^vn
enforced the Booster spirit. Bert Tozer went to a state convention of
the "Eodern ’Yoodraen of America" and returned a Prominent Booster, He
’ clamored that every car must bear a '.'Jheat sylvania pennant (price —
proclaiming that V/heatsylvania was the "Wonder Tovm of Central North
Dakota", Young Ikiartin Arrowsmith, the new doctor, refused to display
this absurdity. His "clattering Ford went bare." "i/hereupon the
citizenry were surprised, then displeased, then loud in their displeasure,
"I like to see a fellow have some public spirit", they said, "and appre-
ciate the place he gets his money outa." And so the tongues wagged and
the heads shook, and the people began to doubt not only the doctor's civic
loyalty but also his ability in medicine. It was the beginning of the
2
end for foolish young Dr. Arrowsmith,
1, Hart wick, Harry, The Foreground of American Fiction , p, 260.
2. Lewis, Sinclair, Arrowsmith, p, 167.
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But the Booster Clubs, with their Tozers and their Babbitts,
are only one evidence of the cultural depravity of the small tovm. The
very physical appearance of Main Street, and of all its prototypes
throughout the Middle-'7est
,
is visible proof that beauty and gentility
are unknown there. Main Street stretched dismally through the meagre
"business district'* of Gopher Prairie--a muddy expanse betv/een walk and
walk with a "huddle of Fords and lumber vragons" at the curb. The most
pretentious building in sight—the Minniemashie House, rose three stories
high--a shabby building of yellow-streaked wood, with dirty fly-specked
windows. Inside one could see rickety ch8.irs, brass cuspidors, tables
with dirty cloths and catsup bottles. Across the street, against the
wall of the Dyer Drug Store, men usually stood scratching and gossiping,
while from the Greek Candy Store came "the whine of a peanut -roaster and
the oily smell of nuts," 'Then Carol Kennicott
,
the ambitious dreamer,
first saw this sight, "she stood at the corner of Main Street and ’Wash-
ington Avenue and despaired, , . ,She wanted to run. Her dreams of
creating a beautiful town were ludicrous. Oozing out from every drab
1
wall, she felt a forbidding spirit which she could never conquer.
It was not long before Carol discovered that the dull ugli-
ness of the town's architecture waa but an expression of the same qual-
ities in the lives of its inhabitants. To be "interesting" was to them
both unnecessary and unpleasant. They preferred the sv/eet familiarity
of monotony. No citizen of Gopher Prairie had a repertoire of jests--
1, Lewis, Sinclair, Main Street , pp, 33-34.
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he had a jest
.
Every cold morning, v/inter after winter, Lyman Cass
would say to Carol, "Fair to middlin' chilly
—
get worse before it gets
better,” And every time he saw her, Sam Clark would jovially call,
1
"’AFhere'd you steal that hat?” These were supposed to be very clever
remarks and were unfailingly enjoyed as such by their originators.
Stimulating conversation was an unheard-of thing. The same old topics
were continually re-hashed, argued over, and disposed of, with slangy
gusto. Original thought and discriminate language were equally unpop-
ular, Willa Gather, int describing a small Kansas town, speaks of the
same tendency:
"The older men talked of nothing but politics and their business, and
the very young men's talk was entirely what they called 'josh'; very
personal, supposed to be funny, and really not funny at all. It v/as
scarcely speech, but noises, snorts, giggles, yawns, sneezes, with a few
abbreviated words and slang expressions which stood for a hundred things
The original Indians of the Kansas plains had more to do with articulate
speech than had our promising young men,” 2
The appalling dullness, which Lewis habitually attributes to
the village mind, is nowhere more clearly sho'»vn than in his accounts of
the typical Gopher Prairie party. On such occasions a group of friends
gathered at some home for what they considered a jolly evening. Once
there, they sat about the room like "a circle of mourners”, not quite
knowing what to do with themselves. To Carol, the ne’.vcomer , they
seemed to be in an agony of boredom, (But she was mistaken).
Lain Street
, p, 288.
Obscure Destinies, pp, 207-8
1. Lewis, Sinclair,
2, Gather, 'Villa,
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presently, as was their custom, some of them performed their usual"stunts"
for the enjoyment of the rest. These stunts were a part of every party
and were never varied. The favorite one was Dave Dyer's imitation of
the Norwegian and the hen". ?yhen the stunts were over, there was
nothing to do again, and the "mourners" began to stifle yawns,
"Then a rattle, a daring hope in every eye, the swinging of a
door, the smell of good strong coffee, Dave Dyer's mewing voice in a
triumphant, "The eats!' They began to chatter. They had something to
do. They could escape from themselves
, They fell upon the food-
chicken sandwiches, maple cake, drug-store ice-cream. Even when the
food was gone they remained cheerful. They could go home, any time
now, and go to bedj" 1
Carol was aghast at the pitiful stupidity of this party.
She resolved that she would give the poor villagers a real affair--a
party which they would enjoy. She would not spare herself; she would go
to no end of trouble. By sweet example she would show these poor,
dear people how they could make themselves happy. So with a reformer's
zeal, she set to work. She brought new and fascinating games from the
city, she bought delightful Oriental decorations and a becoming little
costume for herself, as well as something for each of the guests. She
worked long and hard to arrange her home attractively—and planned exotic
refreshments befitting an Oriental evening. She felt certain that
her party would make Gopher Prairie a happier place. At last the time
came. The party succeeded beautifully. After a fev/ startled moments,
the people were immensely enjoying themselves. There were no "mourners".
1. Lewis, Sinclair, Main Street, p, 52
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there were no silly stunts; there were, instead, lively games, and an
amusing Chinese orchestra, in costume, in which everyone took part.
There was much hearty laughter, and then the fascinating refreshments.
At the close of the evening, everyone told her what a success the night
had been, Carol beamed. She felt that she had given the people a
party to copy from. She had shone them a great light
The next week the Chet Dashaways gave a party, "The circle of
mourners kept its place all evening, and Dave Dyer did the 'stunt' of
1
the Norwegian and the hen,"
This unshakeable apathy of the villager is caused, in part,
by that insidious evil of small-town life—the "Village Virus"— so
adequately described hy the disillusioned lawyer, Guy Pollock in ilain
St reet ;
"The Village Virus is the germ which—it's extraordinarily like
the hook worm--it infects ambitious people who stay too long in the
provinces. You'll find it epidemic among lawers and doctors and
ministers and college-bred merchants—all these people v/ho have had a
glimpse of the world that thinks and laughs and have returned to their
swamp,
, ,
,’.7hen I first came here I swore I'd'keep up my interests'.
Very lofty i I read Brovming and v/ent to Minneapolis for the theatres,
I thought I was 'keeping up'. But I guess the Village Virus had me
already, I was reading four copies of cheap fiction-magazines to one
poem, I'd put off the Minneapolis trips till I simply had to go there
on a lot of legal matters," 2
There seems to be something about the village, and rural life in general,
Tjhich quenches the fire in a man's dreams and saps the strength from
1. Lewis, Sinclair, Main Street , p, 30,
2, Ibid,, pp. 155-157.
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his ambitions, Lewis calls it "the village virus"; others give it no
name at all, but it is every’vhere present. The Babbitts, the Kenni-
cotts, the Mrs, Potters, are unav;are of its existence. But the Carols,
the Guy Pollocks, and the Mrs?, Forresters see, and fear, its shadow on
the land, A depressing lack in Mid-Testern life is sensed even by the
Norwegian Alexandra— in the midst of the great smiling fields of her
Nebraska prairie; "';/e grow hard and heavy here", she says, "'J7e don't
move easily and lightly as you do, and our minds get stiff. If the
world were no wider than my cornfields, if there were not something
1
beside this, I wouldn't feel that it was much worthwhile to work,"
SUIv3vA.RY; A BACKWARD LOOK . Such, then, is village life,
as seen in novels and tales of the Mid^^TTest, A strangely contra-
dictory place, the village of fiction is like Loki's daughter in old
Norse raythology-“one side of it black as ebony, the other white as snow.
As we looked on the "black" side, v;e saw a village made up
of a forsaken jumble of cheap buildings, dumped upon the lonely prairie,
"The fields sv/ept up to it, past it, , .there was no dignity in it nor
any hope of greatness. Only the tall red grain-elevator and a fev/
2
tinny church steeples rose from the mass." Entering the village, we
passed "the elevator, the grim storage tanks for oil, a creamery, a
1. Gather, ’.Villa, 0 Pioneers * p. 124.
2, Lewis, Sinclair, Main Street , p, 26.
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lumber-yard, a stock-yard muddy and trampled and stinking,
,
.a squat
red frame station, the platform cro’^ded with unshaven farmers and with
1
loafers--unadverturous people \7ith dead eyes." it was a slack and
sluggish toxvn, and in the unhappy houses lived unhappy people. Some
of them, the most miserable of all, had at one time had dreams. Then,
the town had trapped them, and— caught in their hopeless round of unin-
teresting work—they had come to look upon "the walls of the houses as if
they were the walls of a fortress, high and spiked with chimneys." They
had no hope of freedom, "for no-one must escape—the town drew them back
and back and back. They marched the streets in domestic formation,
, .
O
Tf/ith their small po.rcels of tea, coffee, bacon," Smothered by inhibi-
tions, these unhappy ones were no longer quite sane. Their neighbors,
however, who htid been less sensitive men to begin with, fared better.
To them the tovm was an agreeable place. They v/ere pleased with the great
C8.rloads of corn and hogs it shipped. Content in their dullness, they
went faithfully to the United Brethren Church, pinched their pennies,
and fussed at their families. They had no capacity for anything better
than this, Kost of them were petty and spiteful.
"I never formed a good opinion of a man there that I was not finally told
something to his discredit by another citizen. . , There were no friend-
ships among them, and they all hated each other in secret, there being
much quiet satisfaction when one of them failed," 3
1, Lewis, Sinclair, I/^ain Street , p, 27,
2, Gale, Zona, preface to a Life , p. 33,
3, Howe, S, , The Story of a Country Town, p, 230,
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In such a village,
",
, .religion, deprived. . .of poetry, fritters its time away over
Pharisaic ordinances or evaporates in cloudy dreams; sex, deprived of
spontaneity, settles into fleshly habit or tortures its victim v/ith the
malice of a thwarted devil; heroism of deed or thought either v/ithers
into melancholy inaction or else protects itself with a sullen or ridi-
culous bravado," 1
But, like Loki's strange daughter, the fictional village has
a "white" side, too. T/hat a happy contrast it was to visit this village
— set among peaceful pastures and meadows and fields, frtigrant with clover
and rich with corn,
"There was something profoundly restful and satisfying in this atmosphere.
No-one seem.ed in a hurry and no**'one seemed to fear either the wind or the
sun.
. .
.The leafy village, so green, so muddy, so lush with grass,
seemed the perfection of restful security. The chuckl® of robins on the
lawns, the songs of catbirds in the plum trees and the whistle of larks
in the pasture appealed tolusjas parts of a familiar sweet and homely
hymji . " 2
In such a village as this, "the people lived happily; and
v/hile the world whirled on outside, they were content with their ov'/n. It
would have moved their surorise as much as their indignation to hear them-
3
selves spoken of as a 'secluded community'". They were busy and happy
here and had no doubt that they filled a useful place in God's good plan.
As one of them said,— "If you want to love folks, just you get in some
kind o' respectable trouble in Friendship, an' you'll see so much love-
ableness that the trouble'll kind o' spindle out an’ leave nothin' but
1, Van Doren, Carl, Contemporary American Novelists , p, 156.
2, Garland, Hamlin, A Son of the I'jddle Border , pp, 444 and 461,
3, Tarkington, Booth, The Gentleman from Indiana , p, 3,
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1
the love doin' business,"
These were charitable folk;
",
,
.always willing to forgive, and be it man or v/oman v;ho takes a
misstep in our tovm,
.
.if the offender shows that he wishes to walk
straight, a thousand hands are stretched out to help him and guide him,
, .
.It is not true that a. man or woms-n v/ho makes a mistake is eternally
damned by his fellows, , , ,We are all neighbors and friends, and idien
sorrow comes, no-one is alone," 2
Among these people
—
",
,
.nobody is rich as riches are counted now, and yet everybody is rich
as compared to the old pioneer days. Nobody is highly successful as
the v/orld counts it. There's nothing here out of the ordinary. Yet,
there's drama here. There's deep grief here,
,
.There's service here.
There's great joy here. There's deep love here," 3
Thus, the "white" side of our fictional village is a
pleasant place in which to be. Boston may be more learned and New
York more exciting, but "People are nice here as far as I have been able
to observe and although t?iey are filled with stupid prejudices and are
fools, the common people, , .such as the men of this town, v/herever you
4
find them, are about the nicest folk one ever finds,"
1. Gale, Zona, Friendship Village , p, 93,
2. White, Tilliam Allen, In Gur Town , p. 19.
3. Aldrich, Bess Streeter, The Rim of the Prairie , p, 76,
4. Anderson, Sherwood, A Story-Teller's Story , p, 179.
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PART II.
THE BATTLE OF TH5 VILLAGE
CHAPTER I.
pRSLIMUiARY IvLANEUVSRS
The quarter of a century imnediat ely follov/ing the Civil War
was a time of great change in America. The childhood of the nation
was over. Feeling within itself strange new forces stirring, adol-
escent America began to be aware of itself as a full-fledged nation.
The //estern movement increased in tempo until, a few years after the close
of the War, the frontier had been pushed to the Pacific. The westward-
turning hearts of the pioneers, which had not been stopped by the illim-
itable lonely prairies, nor the treacherous desert, nor the well-nigh
impregnable Rockies, had at last found a barrier insuperable. With no
further horizons to seek, the wanderers stopped, and the West began to
fill up. Shrewd business men, speculators, exploiters, sawitheir
opportunity. The rich treasures of the new land were seized greedily;
its oil, gas, and mineral resources were rapidly exploited. The slow,
gentle ways of an agricultural country were replaced by a mad scramble
for sudden v/ealth. Industrialism reared its ugly head. The marching
song of the pioneer v/as stilled; and the nev/, harsh song of machinery
began to fill the land. A new America was emerging. The old America
of great visions, of noble dreams, of the slow and gentle life, and of
3i
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"the passion for individual freedom was passing. Out of its ashes was
arising a ne.7 nation--hard-headed, bustling, efficient, industrialized
and standardized.
As the free land disappeared in the 17est a certain romantic
optimism died in the hearts of Americans, They had been accustomed to
the idea that there was unfailing opportunity in the West, If they were
unsuccessful where they were, they had only to follow the setting sun to
the land of heart ' s-desire
, As this land disappeared, the Romantic Age
in America was displaced by the Age of Realism, "The social and econ-
omic development of the period was from a romantic expansiveness to a
hard, practical concentration. The literary development v/as roughly
1
parallel; from romanticism, through realism, to naturalism,"
In literature, as well as in history and economics, this was
a significant period. Hitherto, literary activity in America had been
confined almost v/holly to the Atlantic seaboard states, Moreover, with 8-
few exceptions, America had followed, like an obedient child, the pattern
f
laid down by its literary parent, England, But now, with pubertal
suddenness, the young nation awoke to its own individuality. Novelists
and short-story writers discovered the hinterland, "The literary fron-
tier was extended almost to the Pacific," The old Romantic Age declined
--and, for the first time in American literature. Realism appeared. In
1, Eoerster, Norman, American Poetry and prose , p, 982,
2. Ibid, , p, 982.
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the East, the first great American realist, '7illia,m Dean Howells, was
writing; while in Europe another American, Henry James, was working at
realistic novels, klark Twain was discovering the possibilities of the
I»(lississippi Valley, and Bret Harte v/as finding the Far West a fruitful
literary field. Then with the late ’70's and the '80's came the fas-
cinating Local Color movement, with its definite evidence that America
7/as av/are of its possibilities. The dialect of humble people, and the
colorful life of various regions of our country v;ere preserved for us at
the very moment of their passing. Among these local colorists were
George W, Cable, who wrote of the Creole folk of southern Mississippi
and Louisiana; Joel Chandler Harris, who gave us stories of old plantation
life; James ’’/hitcorab Riley, who preserved the oddities of Indiana rural
folk; and Sarah Orne Jev/ett, who was interested in New England types.
The aim of all these writers was to draw a true and sympathetic picture
of regional life as they saw it. They had no intention of endeavoring
to change conditions. Their aim v/as to transcribe life—not to judge or
to criticize.
But as the century drev/ near its close, a change v/as discern-
able, A new school of v/riters arose and breathed the air of social con-
sciousness, They looked about them and were dissatisfied. To them it
v/as not enough merely to draw a picture of life. They saw that men and
women were burdened with toil, weakened by poverty, dulled by discourage-
ment. They saw that social and economic conditions v/ere not as they
should be. They began to whisper of the v/rongs they saw, and "their
mr
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1
whispers were to grow into a revolution.” Up from their ranks rose
Hamlin Garland to smash the romantic traditions concerning the beauties
of rural life. Bitterly he wrote of the grinding hardship, the ugly
toil, the cruelty of nature on the prairie frontier. Up rose Stephen
Crane, and Frank Norris, and Hdwin Markh3.m,and many another i.o tell of
the unhappy lives of men, "Such was the revolt of the 'GO'S—throwing
open the windows, sauntering do^vn the open road, pitying the man with
2
the hoe and the wom3.n bound to the soil,”
kiuch of the fiction of this whole period (1870-1900) was in
the form of short stories, "The reasons are obvious, American life
during the period was so heterogenous, so scattered, that it has been
impossible to comprehend any large part of it in a single study, , , ,
The result has been narrowness, cameos instead of canvasses, short stories
rather than novels. The brevity of the form.
,
.has resulted in an
excellence of workmanship that has made the American short story the
3
best art form of its kind to be found in any literature,"
The discontented realism of the late 1300’s has continued
into our ovm century, Sinclair Lewis, She rv/ood,Anders on, Theodore
Dreiser, and others added to the realistic portrayal of unfortunate
conditions in America, Tut with the ’Torld War, realism changed over into
a ha.rsh naturalism, "The pseudo-classics.1 Colonis-ls often described the
American as, in their minds, he ought to be; the Romantics described him,
1, Foerstsr, Norman, P» 933.
2 , Ibid . , p , 9 34
.
3, Pattee, Fred L., A History of American Literature Since 1370,
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as they thought he might be; the Realists described him as, in their
eyes, he is; and the Naturalists, by emphasizing the animal traits of
1
man, finally described him as worse than he is,”
This new naturalism resulted in such vicious books as Lewis'
Elmer Gant ry and Dreiser's An American Tragedy , In this new trend it is
no longer the economic situation v/hich is attacked, but, rather, the
1
I
cultural aspects of American life. Psychology, too, came to the front
I
and began to hold an important place in fiction. This shift came about
I
!
naturally with the improvement of economic conditions. The great gulf
vdiich, in Garland's day, was fixed between capital and labor, became
narrower until during the World War (with its boom prices for labor and
1 farm products) it was scarcely noticeable. For a time, discontent was
i
I
I
silenced. The laboring man and the farmer were satisfied with their lot.
i The whole country was united in its struggle against a common foe. It
was not surprising that naturalism turned from a criticism of economic
differences—inwardly toward the new psychology. Moreover, the War
I
ended our national isolation. We became, as a nation, considerably
I
more cosmopolitan. Many of our younger critics, as Blankenship points
out, returned from service in Europe, full of admiration for Continental
I
I
ideas. They looked askance at our national provincialism and Puritanism,
I
and soon the literary air was full of biting criticism levelled at American
I
;
culture. Puritanism—that spirit v/ith which all America is so pro-
I
j
foundly irabued--was, for the first time, held up to ridicule.
1. Foerster, Norman, op . cit
.
,
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"Its smug respectability was declared to be more concerned with
superfieial propriety than with fundamental virtue, and its traditional
hostility to innovation was denounced as an obscurantist movement. The
other great element in our middle-class life, the pioneer spirit, had no
more considerate treatment. Its intellectual conformity, its gospel of
thrift and industry, its democracy, and especially its optimism were sub-
jected to every kind of attack from ridicule to a reasoned examination of
premises," 1
The natural outcome of the new spirit of criticism was a ver-
itable cannonade of vituperation levelled at the villages of the great
Middle-We st , This region, as we have seen, had been for years growing
into a place of prominence on the literary skyline. Moreover, its village
2
"had developed as living monuments to Puritanism and the pioneer spirit."
An appreciable amount of our literary output since the War has been con-
cerned with these villages, seemingly so isolated and insignificant, but,
in reality, so deeply a part of the American spirit, as it is today.
1. Blankenship, Russell,
2. Ibid .
,
p. 650.
American Literature , p. 650.
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CHAPTER II.
THE DEFENSE.
Until the post-war realists began the bombardment, the
village was enshrined in tradition and popular fanc3'- as a delightful
place, redolent of beauty, kindliness, and virtue. This creed had
come do\m to us from the days of Goldsmith's '’Desert.ed Village" (1770)
and had been carefully fostered by Wary Russell Witford's series, Our
Village (completed 1332); Mrs, Gaskell's Cranford (1853); and, in our
1
own country, by Washington Irving's Sketch Book (1819), As time went
on, there developed in the popular American conception, two types of
this traditional village.
"The first tradition,
.
.is that the American village remains the one
sure abode of friendship, honesty, and clean sweet marriageable girls,
. .
.The other tradition is that the significant features of all
villages are whiskers, iron dogs upon lawns., gold bricks, checkers,
jars of gilded cat -tails, and shrev/d comic old men who are known as
'hicks' and who ejaculate 'Waal I swani"" (This is the tradition of
the vaudeville stage), 2
Both of these types the Attackers declared to be wholly false. But
more of that later. The village had not only its enemies— biit also
its staunch Defenders, To these latter it was a place of beauty and
a joy forever. In it was neither poverty nor wealth--but simple con-
tentment, honest work, pleasant friendships. As if aware that the
1. Hartwick, Ham/, The Foreground of American Fiction , p, 256,
2. Lewis, Sinclair, Main Street, p. 264,
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.
Attack was coming, friends of the village had been defending it for
years.
'.Villiam Allen ’/hite. For twenty years before Edgar Lee
Masters and Sinclair Lewis fired their devastating shots at the village,
'<Yilliam Allen IVhite had been loyally upholding it
,
As a young man he
became editor of the Emporia, Kansas, Gazette, and he has spent his
life in Emporia, where he has earned for himself and his paper a place
of respect in the hearts of the nation. He is thoroughly and typically
Middle-'.7e stern. Both his affections and his interests are centered in
that section, and he has labored faithfully to serve it well and to so
portray it in his writings that others will share his regard for it.
He has no excuses to make for the village, for he feels that it needs
none. He holds it up—not as a paragon of virtue but as a human in-
stitution, which fills a worthy niche in the scheme of things-as-they-
are. He is a villager, interested in local affairs—and not greatly
concerned, in his v/ritings, v/ith any attempt to achieve the universal
through the local. Neither bigoted nor narrovz-minded, he is simply
convinced that the abundant life can exist in a small inland town—and
of this, he would like to persuade a rather skeptical world.
As a v/riter, he has a great deal of skill and a homely
appeal, ”,
.
.he has caught the dialect of his time and place v/ith an
ear that is singularly exact; he has cut the costumes of his men and
To'it ‘ ni/^n?:l0b noed b-:([ e<U lo cbroi-** ^,;..-\LrBoo ^rv lioaJtiX
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villages so that hardly a wrinkle shows.” As Blankenship points
out, he is not usually "granted the place in contemporary letters that
is rightfully his.
. .
.he has a solid grasp of his thesis, an accurate
eye, and a lucid convincing style.
.
.
(h^ is the perfect embodiment of
2
village ideals, endowed with fine sense and a gift for expression.”
But he is handicapped at times by an overabundance of detail and by a
leaning toward sentimentality.
His first book. The Court of Boyville (1395) is a simply-
told but delightful series of stories about a group of lively boys in
a small Kansas town. Nowhere is White more at ease than when depicting
the charms of boyhood—not as seen through the eyes of boys themselves,
but rather, through the eyes of reminiscent men "reflecting upon young
joys and griefs that v/ill shortly be left behind and upon little pomps
that can never come to anything. The Court of Boyville is now
3
hilariously comic, nov/ tenderly elegiac." Behind the antics of the
boys lies the village—friendly, wholesome, democrat ic--and (never far
away) the open country with haystacks, swimming holes, caves and the
wide prairie--all for a boy to explore. And in the village itself,
plenty of things to keep a person busy--picnics and school days, churches
and circuses--all that a boy’s heart could 'ant.
In Our Tovm (1906) is a picture of the village as seen
by grovm-up eyes, the eyes of a country newspaper edit or--sharp,
1. Van Doren, Carl, op. cit . , pp. 135-36.
2. Blankenship, Russell, op. cit . , p. 652.
3. Van Doren, op. cit ., p. 136.
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humorous, yet kind. Here "you know everybody, and they all know you,
1
and the country newspaper office is the social clearing-house," Into
the "society" columns the tov/n gossip is sifted. Only v^hat might be
harmful is kept out. The editor knov/s all the petty foibles of the
tovm, but looks at them--not cynically or with bitterness—but as he
would look at the trying but amusing faults of a maiden aunt. Pie knows
that in every small toirm "a church social is important enough to justify
2
publishing the names of those who wait on tables," And he also knows
"about the row the Baptists are having to get rid of tPie bass singer in
their choir, who has sung at funerals for thirty years, until it has
reached a point where all good Baptists dread death on account of his
3
lugubrious profundo," But, loyal villager that he is, he is not im-
patient toward these idiosyncrasies but is only amused—for "If there is
one thing more than any other that marks our tovvn, it is its charity,
4
and the mercy that is at the bottom of all its real impulses,"
A Certain Rich I'an (1909) is perhaps !7hite's best knovm work.
This is the interesting study of the evolution of a Kansas boy and a
Kansas town. The boy, John Barclay, grows from an imaginative, tender-
hearted child into a hardened, corrupt and ruthless financier, of great
wealth and power. The tov/n develops from "a gray smudge of unpainted
"/hite
,
V/illiam Allen,
Ibid., P. 29.
Ibid. P. 4.
Ibid. P. •00
1
—
1
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wooden houses bordering the Santa Fe Trail, with the street merging into
the sunflowers a block either way from the pump”, into a town with
"Thirty miles of paving and scores of acres of wide velvet lawns.
. .
with 22,000 people whizzing around in trolleys, rattling around in
1
buggies, or scooting down the shady avenues in motor cars.” Together
the boy and the to’Jm grow up and "go through their raw, gawky adolescence
2
together”. But while John Barclay loses the ideals of his youth
(though he regains them in the end), the town never outgrows its
village virtues—its friendliness and democracy— but, even when a small
city, remains a village at heart. The novel itself lacks compactness;
it is cumbersome with detail, and is a little soggy with sentimentality.
But the description of frontier boyhood in the pioneer Kansas town is
excellent; and the novel as a whole is "a genuinely moving statement
3
of a belief in the rightness of village life and ideals,
.
BOCTH TARKINGTON
.
In the same year that William Allen
White published his first book, another loyal exponent of the village
appeared upon the literary horizon. In 1899 Booth Tarkington's first
novel, The Gentleman from Indiana , was published. By this time,
Indiana's pioneer days were long past, and the state had settled down
in leisurely comfort. Its population, "not too daring or nomadic. , ,
1 . 'JVhite, William Allen, A Certain Rich Man, p. 51,
2. Dondore, Dorothy, The Prairie and the Ivlaking of Middle America ,
p. 329.
3,
Blankenship, Russell, op . c^.. p. 652.
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1
{jiad becomej both prosperous and folksy," In the Indiana literary field,
Realism was not unknown, but it was a realism descended from The Hoosier
Schoolmaste r rather than from S. W, Howe or Hamlin Garland—and carried
2
with it "a full confidence in the folk and rural virtues," Moreover,
the old romantic spirit had not yet died in Indiana, So it was not
strange that Tarkington should give himself over to sentiment and romance.
The period of youth suits his fancy best, and in his stories of boys
and girls, young men and women, he skims pleasantly along—rarely
dipping beneath the surface of things. The Gentleman From Indiana is
the story of a young man who comes to the little town of Plattville,
Indiana, to edit the "Carlow County Herald, which he has bought "sight
unseen". In Plattville—dull though it at first seemed to him--he
finds great adventure and discovers the beatific virtues of village life,
Plattville is presented as a quiet, homey, pleasant little town--filled
with good-hearted people who never lose their tempers. They live to-
gether as "just one big, jolly family" always thinking of their fellow-
townsmen as "the best people in God's world," About them stretches the
fertile Indiana flat-land—which, (when you know it intimately), Mr.
Tarkington declares, becomes more beautiful than sea-coast or mountain
country; and above them bend the Indiana skies, "softest, and bluest,
and kindest in the world," The whole novel is sticky with sentiment
1, Van Doren, Carl, op, cit . , p, 89,
2, Ibid.
, p. 89.
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and lush with rhapsodies about "the dear, good people—^the beautiful
{
people."
1
I
I
I
i
I
I
I
After The Gentleman from Indiana, which was a great success
in its day, Tarkington presented the world with a series of novels
—
fi;i,led with happy, amusing young folk and delightful small towns. Among
these were The Ivtagnificant Amberspns
,
Penrod
.
Seventeen , and gentle Julia.
The latter is sometimes regarded as of slightly better quality than its
companions. But it, too, is a typical Tarkington story. A young lady,
beautiful and wealthy, is adored by all the young men in her town
—
while in the background her mischievous young niece and nephew carry on
the most diverting antics. The small city here referred to is a
charming, indolent place in which to live, with back-yards, gardens, and
sunny streets
—
peopled with kindly, amusing people, and untroubled by
any who are wicked or poor or wretched, ( Alice Adams , Tarkington's most
serious novel, will be discussed in a later chapter),
Thus,Vir. Tarkington has gone his merry way, befriending the
village, and v/riting stories not very convincing, but trivially pleasing
because of his facile style, his clever characterizations, and his con-
stant humor. "In novel after novel he has pursued his one object of
extolling middle-class virtues as they are admiringly exhibited in the
course of pleasant courtships that move to a happy conclusion with only
1
an agreeable amount of make believe obstruction,"
1. Blankenship, Russell, op. cit . , p, 653,
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In 1903 the American reading public became ac
quainted with another village whose name v/as soon to be well-known,
l!i:j-eS^sjlig_Yillage
,
by Zona Gale, was, even more than Tarkington’s towns
Utopia incorporated. Here "the dear place and the dear people" are
1
extolled again--" f/hat gentrlefolk they are I" In Friendship there are
"dreams for everyone". Nobody is sick, nobody poor. The neighbors
are always helping each other and loving each other—and never for long
is there any bitterness anytrhere at all. Everyone is good at heart,
and everything turns out all right in the end. The villagers, though
a bit provincial and certainly uneducated, have their ovm niceties of
social usage: there are definitely things which are "done" and things
which are "not done" in Friendship. Being created in a transition
period, the village is a pleasant mixture of the New and the Cld
—
having "a serene side-door existence, partaking of both electric bells
and of neighbors with shawls pinned over their heads," And about every
door "there are vines, with tendrils and flowers and many birds". It
is, indeed, a sentimental place. There are lots of roses and dreamy
shadows, little fair-haired children with clinging arms, sweet, self-
forgetful women, and memories and hopes, and lavender and old lace.
Subsequently, Miss Gale wrote a number of similar novels
and stories--but Friendship Village is typical of them all. After the
’Var, hov/ever, her style changed somewhat--and this change will be dis-
1. Gale, Zona, Friendship Village , p, 317,
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cussed later. If her early writings seem to us much too sentimental
we must remember that she was writing of and for the gentler v/orld
which existed before the great upheaval of the World War. With our
cynical, disillusioned eyes, we look far more critically upon her work
than did the generation which received it. To our minds, she wrote
too much as if she were looking at life through a lovely, lavender veil.
Everything is delicately beautiful, homey, and old-fashioned; nothing is
ugly or brutal or hopeless, or even very sad for long. But in 1918
faith and hope and charity were not yet dead in the world—and Friendship
Village was not to its readers an anomaly.
MEIISDITH NICHOLSON
. Meredith Nicholson, another son of
Indiana, partakes of the same adulation of small town folk and tendency
toward sentimentality which characterize Booth Tarkington. His great
love is Indianapolis, which, although at the time of his writing it had
grown to be a fair-sized city, was still in essence a small tovm.
Following the Indiana tradition, he said in 1912, "There are more people,
1
but there are more good people I" A true lover of the Mid-West and
of the small town, he constantly maintains that "what v/e miss and what
we lack who live in the provinces seems to me of little v/eight in scale
2
against our compensations," The friendliness of small-town life.
1. Nicholson, Meredith, The Provincial American , p. 87.
2, Ibid .
,
p. 26.
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the leisure, the opportunity to dream and think, are to him priceless
treasures,
"The United States of America somehow seems remote to me as I
walk the streets of New York,
, , .The male clerks in New York shops
always seem to me perfunctory ,suppressed, afraid of something or some-
body. I prefer to buy my neckties of clerks at home who call me Nick
and tell me about their babies and how Uncle Jim came in from Scott
County last week and brought a bushel of sheep-nose apples." 1
"I find that I am most comfortable in a to^vn,
, .in which men
may relinquish their seats in the street car to women without having
their motives questioned, and where one calls the stamp clerk at the
post office by his first name," 2
Nicholson's praise of rural virtues reaches its climax in The
Valley of Democracy, where he speaks of small tovm folk as blessed with;
",
,
.sturdy independence, hostility to capitalistic influence, and a
proneness to social and political experiment. They are strong in the
fundamental virtues, more or less sincerely averse to conventionality,
and believe themselves possessed of a breadth of vision and a devotion
to the common good at once beneficent and unique in the annals of
mankind I" 3
SUlflvlARY. Thus have the friends of the village—from
Goldsmith to Nicholson--sung its praises loyally and long. They have
enshrined it in perfection—having admitted only such flav/s as v/ould
make it more endearing. They have shown it as a place blessed both
materially and spiritually, Materially it is blessed because there is
neither great wealth nor deep poverty in the village. Its inhabitants
1. Nicholson, Meredith, Old Familiar Faces
, p, 154.
2. " " The Provincial American , p, 4.
3. " " The Valley of Democracy , p, 3,
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live in simple comfort—none in the idleness of wealth, none in the
grinding toil of abject poverty. Everyone works and finds joy in his
task. Spiritually, too, the village is blessed, for contentment dv/ells
i in the hearts of the people. Their homes are happy, their friendships
j
honest. They love the church and live by its teachings; they love the
traditions of American democracy and practice them daily. They are a
fortunate people, and their town a stronghold of felicity. This is the
village of fiction as the apologists have presented it.
ftl eaort lo acermlbi sH# ni 9«on— JnolnoD sX^ie ni svXX
eiir( oi sbrtjtl bnj3 e/foy'iorS .yJnsvoq Xiarf’ SRiboiis
aXXo'^rb tneailTfe^cco ^beneojd al osjaXIiy aiii foo^ ,v.X CBUd'i'txqfi .iacJ’
aqirfpbnei'i'i 'iXerfi ,Yqqjaf( ‘e7« aaautC TlorfT .olqow} artt lo Q4a»:!ad odd* nl
oifj’ievol |SSniftOBa;t dii yd erXi bm* rio'torio edt evoX xoriT .Xsoaori
js eie ifddT .^Xf-sb icorti' aoid'OiJiq bfta yajs'isoncb nastiBoA lo enoXdXbjB'ti’
©dt Bt elti't' .v^iniisl lo bloripfroi.t© © rmct niedt hrw .©Xqoeq 0dBa^J^ol
beinese'tq a\r8d edaxgoIoqjB '»rit sa fioid^ll lo d^BXXiv
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CHAPTER III.
THE ATTACK.
Sporadic whispers had long hinted of the coming attack on
the village, but until the first quarter of the twentieth century they
were scarcely heard. As early as 1733, only a few years after the
appearance of Goldsmith's "Deserted Village", another Englishman, George
Crabbe, had brought forward an entirely different picture. His poem,
"The Village", vigorously denied the idyllic beauties supposed to be
present in rustic life. He revealed the small town as an ugly breeding-
place of petty, malicious people—narrowminded, cruel, and bigoted. But
he was not taken too seriously, and after a few years the poem was al-
most forgotten.
EDWARD EGGLESTON
.
A great many years later, in 1871,
there appeared a book which—v/hile it was b/ no means a direct attack on
the village—did give a realistic picture of rural life in Indiana, and
had an important bearing on the development of the Realistic Movement,
The Hoosier Schoolmaster was one of the earliest evidences of America's
turn toward Realism, 'Thile often a little sentimental, it is a far cry
from the usual idyllic rural story of that day. It gives a clear pic-
ture of the hardships of life in Indiana before the Civil War—the poverty,
.nr
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the lack of comforts, the paucity of any but the most primitive of amuse-
ments. The people were pitifully ignorant, many of them, and even the
ministers knew little more than the common folk. Crooked politics had
brought about wretched conditions in such public institutions as the
county poor-house, where the poor and insane lived like beasts. Ignorance,
superstition, prejudice, existed everywhere. The village is touched
upon at times, and is seen to be little better than the backwoods.
It is interesting to note (as Professor Pattee points out)
that at this early time the novel was frowned upon by many conscientious
people, Puritanism had denounced fiction,- and the churches were still
preaching against it, Mr, Eggleston, a Methodist minister himself,
had often spoken and written of the evil effects of novels. As he was
writing The Hoosier Schoolmaster he began to suspect that it was un-
intentionally, but no less truly, turning out to be a novel. Though
shocked at this discovery, he soon convinced himself that it would do
more good than harm, and so allowed it to be published in his own journal.
The Hearth and Home
,
Dr, pattee adds that it was just such works as
this which finally broke down the prejudice against the novel. The
Hoosier Schoolmaster
,
Uncle Tom*s Cabin , the works of the Reverend E, P,
Roe and others of like character "Which came in disguised as moral in-
struction, as character- building studies of life, , ," gradually per-
1
suaded the church to accept the novel.
1. Pattee, Fred L,
,
op
.
cit
.
,
p. 386.
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E. W, HOV/E
.
Precisely one hundred years after the appearance
of Crabbe's poem, there was published in America The Story of a Country
Town by E, W. Howe (1383), If this book had appeared thirty-five years
later, it would have created an uproar—along with Main Street and Spoon
Riven Anthology
.
But in 1883 it received little notice. Nevertheless,
it may be regarded as the first real shot fired in the Battle of the
Village,
In this bleak and desolate novel, so often reminiscent of
Emily Bronte's dark Wurthering Heights, we are given a picture of two
Kansas towns, both miserable, ugly, forbidding. In these unhappy
communities the men were "surly and rough", the women "pale and fretful".
Even nature was perverse; "The winds were plenty in winter because they
were not needed, and scarce in summer for an opposite reason," There was
no touch of gaiety or joy; if flowers bloomed here, they must have gone un-
noticed by sad and weary eyes. Even the children were oppressed, and went
about their childish play, sombre and subdued. There were heavy crosses
to bear, and little to lighten the load. Friendships were rare and un-
reliable, The people seemed to spend most of their time hating each
other. Love was rarer still (except for the silent, stern love of par-
ents for their children)— for a happy marriage v/as an unknown thing.
Husbands and wives were bound together in monotonous tolerance; sometimes
in active dislike. The only religion they knew was dark and burdensome.
Poverty weighed heavily over many a home. Half the people were shiftless
and useless--moving constantly from house to house to avoid paying the
Ierf# Qifio\ b^'ibnud ono vreeiDcu
.
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.
V
.
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I
rent. They were all envious, suspicious, eager to speak ill of another,
1
and "there was much quiet satisfaction when one of them failed". They
had no great love of righteousness, but there probably never was a more
virtuous community for "the people watched each other so closely that
!
2
j
there was no opportunity to be other than honest and circumspect.
. .
."
At this point we are reminded of Mark Twain's story, "The Man
I that Corrupted Hadleyburg", which appeared in lvB99, and is significant
I
as another early shot against the village. Mark Twain, aware of discre-
i
pancies between the popular village of song and story and the actual village
i
of every-day life, tells this cynical tale of how Hadleyburg, which had
long been known as the most honest and upright town in all the country-
i
side, was easily "corrupted" by a stranger who set about deliberately to
I
I
do so. Hadleyburg had been so proud of its reputation that it had rigor-
ously shielded its children from every temptation- -so that their virtues
3
were only artificial virtues and "weak as v/ater when temptation comes."
So it was a simple matter to corrupt the town. The stranger afterward
' said; "As soon as I found out that you carefully and vigilantly kept
yourselves and your children out of temptation, I knew howto proceed.
j
j
'.Vhy, you simple creatures, the weakest of all weak things is a virtue
I
4
I
which has not been tested in the fire." Thus Mark Twain "put it bitterly
on record that villages which prided themselves upon their simple virtues
1. Howe, E. 7/. The Story of a Country Town , p. 230.
2. Ibid ., ji. 232.
3. Twain, Mark, The Man that Corrupted Hadleyburg, p. 26.
4. Ibid., p. 66.
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might from lack of temptation have become a prosperous soil for mean-
1
ness and falsehood, merely waiting for the proper seed."
To return to Howe’s story: a more dismal picture of a
country town could scarcely be imagined than the one given us of Twin
Mounds—or more unlovely and unhappy people conjured up to fill its
streets. How different is this from the pleasant little to’A^s of Tark-
ington and Gale, Nicholson and ’.’i/hitel Just why Mr. Howe should have
been so bitter against the village in an age when bitterness was not the
prevailing attitude, would be interesting to know. He was obviously
dismayed by much that he saw about him. The difficulties of life on
the Kansas plains, the adversity of nature, the spirit-killing oppression
of endless toil, saddened him. The absence of any worthv/hile, ennobling
interests to awake the deadened minds of the people depressed him. But
he seems to have been most bitter against the unlovely religion preached
to the hapless people. To many of theip, religion was merely something
to argue about. But even to earnest souls it was of little more help,
'^en they sought to find relief in it from their heavy lot, there was no
joy or strength, no balm in Gilead, to be found. They were only re-
minded of their great burden and of their bruised and sinning hearts
—
and their tears flowed afresh. Or, worse still, they were terrorized
by warnings of the coming wrath of an angry God, until their religion be-
came a nightmare to them. Over the entire book this dark shadow lingers;
1, Van Doren, Carl, op, cit.. pp. 147-48
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and it would seem that Mr. Howe would blame it for many of the ills of his
people
,
HMjLIN GARLAND
. Hamlin Garland is placed in this section
because of his great indirect influence on the Attack on the Village.
Garland, himself, was no enemy of the Mid-’Vestern village; indeed, he
often speaks affectionately of it, for, in contrast to the back-breaking
work of the frontier farm, the village was a haven of ease and delight.
The commonplace little town of Osage, Iowa, was to him a wonderful place.
He saw how different "the rigorous filthy drudgery of the farm-yard" was
from "the care-free, companionable existence" of his friends in the vil-
1
lage, and he "longed to be in their condition". v/hen at last the family
planned to move from the farm to Osage ".
,
.the slavery of being nurse
to calves and scrub- boy to horses cankered my spirits more and more, and
the thought of living in town filled me with an incredulous, anticipatory
delight. A life of leisure, of intellectual activity seemed about to
2
open up to me
. . .
."
Obviously, Garland was no enemy of the village. It was the
hard life on the Middle-Western farm which inflamed him. But his work
as a realist greatly influenced the further development of the Realistic-
Naturalistic school of writers—some of v/hom turned upon the village with
1. Garland, Hamlin,
2. Ibid.. p. 180.
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the same bitter cynicism with which he had turned upon the farm. Influ-
enced possibly by Howe and certainly by Eggleston (whose Hoosler School-
1
Waster he speaks of as ”a milestone in his literary progress'* ), Garland
published in 1891 his first book of stories, Main-Travelled Roads
.
This,
along with Prairie Folk (1893) and the autobiographical A Son of the
Middle Border (1917), is usually regarded as his finest work. In all of
these we are given a grim picture of frontier farm life; the endless
deadening toil of sowing and reaping, with nature an enemy as often as a
friend, plaguing its victims with hot winds, drouth, and merciless heat;
the miserable crowded cabins in which the farmers lived, with sick and
crying children underfoot,— in summer oven-hot and full of flies; while
in winter, wind and snow came drifting through the cracks. No cruel de-
tail was omitted. The picture was painted with "the grimness and harsh-
ness and unsparing fidelity to fact.
.
.that one finds in the Russian
2
realists, ..." No American had written in this fashion of farm life.
As Carl Van Doren suggests. Main-Travelled Roads performs in its fashion
the same service that was performed by Main Street thirty years later.
Both Geirland and Lewis showed that rural life was not so beautiful as
usually pictured. Garland charged "that the farmers were oppressed";
3
Lewis, that "the villagers are dull".
Garland's stories in their day were as startling as Main
Street was later to be. Before this time descriptions of farm life had
Pattee, Fred L., op. cit ., p. 374
Ibid.
, p, 375,
Van Doren, Carl, op. cit., p. 41.
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been pretty pastoral?.
"The milking was always done by dairy maids whose playful antics
and studied poses make one think of Marie Antoinette and her ladies-in*
waiting playing at dairying. The cows wore sleek contented creatures
that,
,
.browsed peacefully on immaculate greensward. Hay-making was al-
ways a romp between buxom Maud Mullers and handsome country swains,
, . ,
With the advent of Garland as a writer the truth was told,
, .
.He knew
irtiat cow- barns looked like and smelled like; he knew that farming on the
middle border was one of the most grinding, ill-requited and deadening
forms of labor; and he knew that beside the life of a country woman of
that region the life of a field slave in the old South was one of compeir-
ative ease. Garland told all these things, and his telling lacked noth-
ing in the way of concrete illustrations," 1
Garland's stylistic excellence (in his best works) and his
mastery of the realistic method, gave him a very forceful influence in
the literary field of this time—an influence which was certainly one of
the forces behind the virulent assault on the village which began in 1915
Thus, while not himself an enemy of the village, nor an accomplice in the
attack upon it, he was definitely an accessory after the fact.
EDGAR LEE MASTERS
.
Despite the previous work of Garland,
Howe, and Eggleston, it was not until 1915 that the real bombardment on
the village began.
"For nearly half a century native literature had been faithful to the
cult of the village, celebrating its delicate merits with sentimental
affection, and with unwearied interest digging into odd corners of the
country for persons and incidents illustrative of the essential goodness
and heroism which, so the doctrine ran, lie beneath unexciting surfaces.
Certain critical dispositions.
.
.might now and then lay disrespectful
hands upon the life of the farm; but even these generally hesitated to
1, Blankenship, Russell, 0£, cit ., p. 494
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.
touch the village, sacred since Goldsmith, in spite of Crabbe, sacred
since Washington Irving, in spite of E. W. Howe." l
But in 1915 there appeared a book whose influence on American
literature, both poetry and prose, was to be stupenduous, Edgar Lee
Masters' ^gon. River Anthology was something new under the sun. The
attack on the village was now definitely begun. But for a few years
even yet it was to be delayed. A mightier battle was raging overseas,
and toward it America's attention was soon forced. But after the World
War Spoon River was remembered, and its influence began to be definitely
felt. The new critics, with their cosmopolitan interests, found some-
thing here to their liking upon which to vent their cynical talents. It
seemed obvious that something was wrong with the Middle West
.
The old
pioneer spirit of adventure had long since died, and the interests of
the people had stagnated. Minds, which had once been engrossed in the
Westward trek, were now, for lack of other interests, turned in upon
themselves; and the result was dullness of spirit, pettiness, and morbid
curiosity. The enemies of the village began to find much hidden
corruption. Village thrift and industry, so praised by TiTiite and Nich-
olson, were attacked as mere disguises for stinginess and shrewd self-
seeking. The American business man and thrifty farmer were accused of
working so hard to lay up treasures for themselves on earth that they had
neither time nor strength to enjoy life—nor the ability to enjoy it if
they would. That kindliest of village virtues--friendliness and help-
1, Van Doren, Carl, op, cit .
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fulness—so loved by every friend of the village—was cynically declared
to be nothing more than inquisitive "noseyness"
.
But above all, the
new critics fell upon what seemed to them the insufferable dullness of
1
the village—which came to be popularly called "the village virus".
This dullness was the result of many causes. The early settlers, in
their struggle for life itself, had had little time to develop, either
within themselves or their children, any love for the finer qualities
of mind and spirit. So, in many communities, there was no cultural
tradition, and, even when life became easier, no tendency on the part
of most of the people to employ their leisure time in self-cultivation.
Hence they turned to gossip and cheap amusements, Blankenship lays the
blame for their inability to think at still another door. He points
out that the pioneer settlers had carefully destroyed all traces of
arist ocracy--including independence of thought, "Lacking the secure
sanction of name and family tradition for his thinking, the pioneer
instinctively sought sanction in the solidarity of his group. Few
ideas,
,
,were tolerated that could not gain the understanding approval
of the mass," Hence the intellectual life of the village remained on a
2
low plane, and the more ambitious young people usually fled to the city.
All of these disturbing facts about the village began to be
revealed betv/een 1915 and 1920, Spoon River Anthology is included in
this study because of its eminent importance in the development of the
1, Blankenship, Russell, o^. cit . , p. 656.
2. Ibid.
, p. 602.
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changing attitude toward the village. Although properly belonging to
the field of poetry, its influence upon subsequent prose works dealing
with village life in the Middle-West ceuinot be overestimated. Because
of this work, Masters has often been compared with Walt '.'/hitman, Dondore
speaks of him as a "belated follower of 'Vhitman"; Blankenship states
that with the appearance of Spoon River Anthology "America received its
1
greatest shock since the publication of Leaves of grass in 1855,"
"Spoon River in its different dialect did little more than confirm Othe^
, ,
.testimonies" against the village previously given by W, W, Howe in
The Story of a Country Town and Mark Twain in "The Man that Corrupted
2
Hadleyburg", but the time was now ripe—the seed fell upon fertile
ground. Spoon River was seized upon avidly and read by everyone.
Van Doren suspects that it was the scandal rather than the poetry which
spread the volume's fame,
"The roofs and v;alls of Spoon River were gone and the passers-by
saw into every bedroom, , .brains and hearts had unlocked themselves and
set their most private treasures out for the most public gaze, , , .Mr,
Masters used an especial candor in the affairs of sex, an instinct
which, secretive everywhere, has rarely been so much so as in the
American village of fiction, where love ordinarily exhibited itself in
none but the chastest phases, , , .Reaction from too much sweet drove
Mr, Masters naturally to too much sour; sex in Spoon River slinks and
festers,
. ,
3
1
.
Blankenship, Russell, 0£. cit . , p, 602,
2. Van Doren, Carl, op. cit .
, p, 148.
3. Ibid , , p, 149,
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The whole town is sunk in a quagmire of filth, hypocrisy,
and dullness—except for an occasional soul whose life, gleaming from the
murk, shines out like a good deed in a naughty world. Such are Lois
Spears—happy though blind; Charles Webster, with his beautiful lines
on love; and the happy-go-lucky fiddler. But for the most part, the town
is a whited sepulchre of vice—outwardly fair enough, but inwardly full
of vipers and corruption. To Masters the sordid apathy of Spoon River
is all the more repelling because the shadow of Lincoln once fell upon
this ground (for Spoon River is in reality Petersburg, Illinois--a stone’s
throw from Old Salem)
.
In those earlier, nobler days there were giants
abroad in the land. There was heroism and purpose and integrity in
Spoon River; and its depravity is now doubly great because of the heroic
height from which it has fallen.
Friends of the village at once pounced upon Spoon River
Anthology with indignant wrath at what they felt to be unjust accusations
against it. But in fairness to Masters and to the village itself, we
should consider an angle to the case which is almost always ignored.
In their indignation, the defenders of the village wholly overlooked
the idealism, the happiness, the generosity of some of the poems.
"Anyone can see today that Masters drew no blanket indictment
against the American small town. , .he was interested in getting beneath
the surface of a life that had previously been insufficiently explored,
and in his exploration it became necessary to knock off some of the sheen
that false romance had spread around the village, , . ,By showing us
, . ,
Spoon River, Masters has given us a picture of humanity everywhere,
, .
.But the anger of the sentimentalists at the exposure of vices in
a small town quite swallowed up their potential pride in the revelation
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of village idealisms.
"Masters makes absolutely no criticism of the rusticity of Spoon
River.
, ,
.Fiddler Jones is only a country fiddler, and Doc Hill is
a country doctor, and Masters has not a v^ord of criticism of them.
However, he does hate the smug, meaningless conformity to convention
that so often passes for acceptable morality, and he loathes intolerant
provincialism, cruelty, hypocrisy, and stupidity. Of course, these
qualities are by no means confined to the small town or the country." 1
later
Of Masters prose works (inferior both in popularity and
importance to on River Anthology ), Mitch Miller (1920) is most
outstanding, Kartwick speaks of this work as being set against the
background of the "rancid, falsely respectable town of Petersburg,
Illinois", though he admits that the "strictures contain a rich leaven
2
of charity". It is to be doubted, however, whether the casual reader
will be actively aware of these strictures. On the surface the book is
an idealistic story of boyhood v/ith its adventures, its wonderful wild
dreams, its deep disappointments— set against a leisurely, picturesque
Mid-Western village of the latter part of the nineteenth century. Here,
again, the spirit of "Linkern" broods over the town—rebuking unworthi-
ness, uplifting the hearts of the peojJle, But, in reality, Masters is
contrasting with some rancor the new Spoon River, full of crooked
politics and narrov; theology, with the early honest community of Lin-
coln's day. He speaks reverently of the older people—"The sweet-faced
old women who were born in Kentucky or Tennessee, , ,the strong, courtly,
old-fashioned men, carrying v/ith them the early traditions of the re-
public,
,
,honest, truth-telling, industrious, courageous Americans—
1. Blankenship, Russell, on, cit,,
2, Hartwick, Harry, op , cit ,, p, 258
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plain and unlettered, many of them, hut full of sterling virtues,” ^
It is not difficult to see that, in Masters’ mind, the old
days were the better, and the old Spoon River more virtuous than the new.
But it is his concern over this idea which, to a great extent, robs his
book of the literary value it might otherwise have had.
In Mitch Hiller he attempted in prose to v.Tite a new Tom Sawyer for
the Spoon River district,
, ,
,But elegy and argument thrust themselves
into the chronicle of Mitch and Skeet, with an occasional tincture of a
fierce hatred felt toward the politics and theology of Spoon River. A
story of boyhood,
,
, cannot carry such a burden of doctrine. The narra-
tive is tangled in a snarl of moods. Its movement is often thick, its
wings often gummed and heavy,” 2
Interest in Masters* work was noisy and nation-wide. He had
at last succeeds (inhere his predecessors in the Battle of the Village had
failed; he had aroused the torpid public to a nervous examination of the
previously undoubted delights of village life.
SINCLAIR LEV/IS, Five years after the appearance of Spoon
River Anthology a second bombshell shattered in the midst of the village,
Sinclair Lewis' Main Street added to the furor which Masters had begun.
This work was shortly followed by a series of acrid novels—none of which
(with the possible exception of Ann Vickers ) relents in the slightest de-
gree toward the village. As a writer, Lewis has many excellencies, and
almost as many flaws. In essence, most of his novels are social document
1, Masters, Edgar Lee, Mitch Miller , p, 258,
2, Van Doren, Carl, op. cit ,
, pp, 151-52,
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rather than works of art. As such, they are popular now, and in the
future will be interesting because of the light they throw upon our age.
But in finesse of artistry and warmth of human appeal, they are often
lacking, Lewis despises dullness and reveres intelligence, but he has no
warmth of heart, no kindly tolerance, and lacking these he loses any claim
to lasting greatness.
"Beneath Mr, Lewis' satire is a hard smartness, a cockiness, that
are perilously near the very vulgarity and small-town boorishness he de-
plores in millions of the rest of us. He is not merely supercilious;
he is also blind to the loveliness of many small to^vns, the unostentatious
charm of many small town people. ..." 1
It must be added, however, that Lewis frequently shows signs
of a certain idealism—an idealism of which, however, the casual reader is
often unaware because it is so well hidden under the harsh cockiness
which is the most obvious characteristic of Lewis' writings. In the v/ords
of Blankenship, Lewis is a "socially-minded idealist who states his ideal-
isms obliquely by means of realism and satire,
. , .In general, he shows
his idealisms in his conception of the story as a v/hole, and his realism
2
in the handling of detail." Because of his idealism, he hates the
things that deaden and bind the human soul. Because of his realism,
he writes of these things with stark clarity. ITith a keen tongue and a
venomous pen he denounces the village for its colossal stupidity, its mob-
thinking, its cultural poverty and tyrannical prejudices, the dull routine
of its v;ork, and the smug vulgarity of its boosters, perhaps Blankenship
1, Knight, Grant C,, American Literature and Culture , p, 450.
2. Blankenship, Russell, op, cit
.
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is right. It is at least possible that Lewis hopes that by jarring the
sensibilities of his readers he can shake them from the dullness he so
despises
,
But, be this as it may, his clever wit, keen eyes, and facile
pen have won for him much attention and some acclaim. He uses the same
general theme over and over again—but, despite his narrow range, he has
much ability. He never lacks for movement and action in his stories.
His readers are never bored by a dull moment. Despising dullness in life,
he has been careful to keep every vestige of it out of his books. His
characters are always interesting and clear-cut, but they resemble each
other. He has created them—not out of love— but simply as tools to
"get across" his ideas; hence, they do not live and move and have their
own excuse for being. He has breathed the breath of cleverness into them
but not the warm, endearing breath of life.
Main Street (1920), while not the first of Lewis’ novels, is
the first one to be at all well-knov/n. It is "primarily a sociological
study. The author’s interest is so centered on the environment that his
plot is fragmentary and his characters are only exhibits in the indictment
1
of the village," Lewis strikes hard at the village, whose whole life
(as he sees it) is centered around cheap automobiles, phonographs, kodaks.
op , cit ,
,
1, Blankenship, Russell, p, 660,
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telephones, corn-crops, ready-made clothes, unread sets of Kark Twain,
and politics. It seems to pride itself on being dull. It is "dullness
made God", Lev/is with his "photographic gifts of accuracy", his talents
at mimicry, his "tireless gusto in his pursuit of the commonplace," has
succeeded so well in minutely portraying Gopher Prairie that it has been
said that "no other American small tovm has been drawn with such exact-
1
ness of detail in any other American novel."
Carol Kennicott comes as a bride to Gopher Prairie--with her
pretty head full of noble ideas about loving and uplifting the tovm.
She immediately runs into an unshakeable obstacle, however, in her husband,
whose accustomed eyes can see nothing bleak or unbearable in the prairie
towns, ""/hy, what's the matter with 'em?" he grumbles,— "Good hustling
burgs. It would astonish you to know how much wheat and rye and corn
2
and potatoes they ship in a year," She is never able to convince him of
•
the disastrous\^laws of the village—and has no better luck with the
villagers, themselves. Instead of being recognized as a bringer of
better things, she is laughdd at by some and grudgingly tolerated by
others. Her desperate hopes of uplifting the tovm come to nothing; her
strength cannot avail against the smug self-satisfaction, the ugly curio-
sity and the immoveable conventionality of the people. At last, in angry
despair, she flees Gopher Prairie, But all the ties of life have bound
her to the place, and eventually she returns. She no longer has any
1, Van Doren, Carl, op. cit . , pp, 161-62.
2,
Lewis, Sinclair, Main Street, p, 23,
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great hopes, and her rebellion at the village has changed to a sort of
resignation. She does not relinquish her vision of a better town some-
day replacing Gopher Prairie— but she realizes nov/ that before her dream
is accomplished "a hundred generations of Carols v/ill asnire and go
1
down .
"
In Babbitt (1929), Lewis* next novel, the background shifts from
tiny Gopher Prairie to "Zenith, the Zip City", famous for its "Zeal, Zest,
and Zov/ie." But except that there are more people here and more noise,
the localities are identical. The same inane complacency is here, the
same dislike for new ideas, the same spiritual starvation. Even more
than in Gopher Prairie, Zenith has set up altars to the American god of
Standardization. The man Babbitt is a symbol of the modern American,
who has no thoughts of his ov/n, whose very personality is not his own,
but is molded by the current advertising vogue,
"Just as he v/as an Elk, a Booster, and a member of the Chamber of
Commerce, just as the priests of the Presbyterian Church determined his
every religious belief and the senators who controlled the Republican
Party decided.
.
.what he should think,, .so did the large national ad-
vertisers fix the surface of his life, fix what he believed to be his in-
dividuality, , . .toothpastes, socks, tires, cameras, instantaneous hot
water heaters--were his symbols and proofs of excellence. ..." 2
This novel has been called "one of the masterpieces of recent
3
literature." It is the story erf a successful, prosaic business man,
whose few dreams have been drowned in the deadening routine of his
1, Lewis, Sinclair, Main Street
, p, 450.
2, " " Babbitt
, p, 95.
3, Blankenship, Russell, op
.
cit
., p, 661.
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uninspiring (but profitable) work. Occasionally, he becomes av/are
(with a sort of wistful wonder) of something deeper 8.nd finer in life
which he has never discovered. Too busy and too blind to search for
this elusive "something", he endeavors to hide his lack behind a bubbling
enthusiasm and jovial good-will. Finally, however, he revolts from his
prim and proper crowd and for a time clumsily tries to be a radical and
a rake. But the effort is far more painful than the rewards are pleas-
ant, and befor^.ong he returns, with almost pathetic eagerness, to his
old routine, Mob-thinking had dulled his brain; and the conventions of
Zenith, (where, village-like, one could hardly sin without being seen),
had emasculated his spirit. His tragedy was, in effect, that of Dods-
worth (in the later novel, Dodsv/orth
.
published in 1929): "Their per-
spectives have been irrevocably limited by the many years they have
spent in a sterile pursuit of money. Spiritual and cultural impotence
has descended upon them. Their souls have been murdered by business and
1
conformity to the narrow view of Zenith."
ARROWSMITH (1925) is regarded by many as Lewis* finest work.
Here his idealistic purpose is hampered less than usual by his realistic
method. Not that the book lacks realism; it emphatically does not. But
through the mass of realistic details, the ideal of the author shines
much more clearly than usual. This is the "thoughtful, sad story of the
1, Hartv/ick, Harry, op. cit.. p. 272.
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difficulties that beset an idealist in an acquisitive society," Young
Dr, Arrowsmith struggles between a desire to be a comfortable and popular
doctor and to devote himself to research work with little hope for either
wealth or acclaim. For a while he tries the former, and hopes for success.
But he is never quite able to forget his ideals. Having set himself up
in a small town, he finds the village spirit intolerable. Unable and un-
willing to submit to the tyranny of its customs, he suffers accordingly.
The villagers become distrustful, and he loses much of his practice and
is forced to leave. Eventually, he secures a position in the tIcGurk In-
stitute, where he is able to do valuable research—and for a time is happy,
though even here he is hampered by the commercial spirit of the times.
When he is sent to the plague-ridden island of St , Hubert to study con-
ditions there, his beloved wife (who is one 6f Lewis' most appealing
characters) refuses to let him go without her. Tragically, she dies
there of the plague. Some time later he marries again--only to find
that his new wife has little sympathy or understanding for hie work. He
leaves her at last and goes to live in the Vermont woods, where, with an
old friend, he can work undisturbed. The book ends with the pathetic,
disillusioned note, characteristic of Lewis: "I feel as if I were really
beginning to work now", said Martin,
. .
."Maybe we'll get something
2
permanent—and probably we'll fail,"
Here again is the typical Lewis theme: the struggle between
an idealistic person and an unfavorable world--a struggle in which the
1, Blankenship, Russell, op. cit ,
,
p. 661.
2. Lewis, Sinclair, Arrowsmith , p. 448,
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world wins, but does not quite annihilate the drea.ins in the heart of the
idealist, Arrowsmith is "specifically a study of the conflict between
1
commercialism and the scientific spirit," but it also throws important
additional light on Lewis' opinion of the village. It is the narrow con-
ventionality of the village and its hate for new ideas which first defeat
young Arrowsmith, ’The at sylvania is Gopher Prairie all over again;
Nautilus is Zenith with a new name,
Lewis was aided in the collection and development of technical
details in Arrowsmith by Dr, Paul de Kruif, The two labored long and
carefully that every detail might be realistic. They succeeded admirably;
and Lewis succeeded as well in v/eaving the facts into an excellent novel,
whose accuracy of detail in no wise submerges its idealism of thought.
Ann Vickers (1933) is as disappointing as Arrov/smith is ex-
cellent, In Hart wick's words, this book is "morally unhealthy" and points
2
to "an increasing demoralization in Lewis," Occupying roughly the period
between 1890 and 1930, it is set in a most interesting time in our cultural
history.
"Ann came far enough along in American tradition to be as little
ashamed of an American provincial origin as a British Prime Minister is of
his Scottish village birth or a French Premier of Provence, Till her day
and moment, it has been fashionable among most Americans, , , either to sigh
that pride in Arkansas is insular and chauvinistic or, with a reverse
humility, to boast of its rustic perfections. But Ann had the extra-
ordinary luck,
. , to live in the significant though appalling moment when
1, Blankenship, Russell, op, cit ,
, p, 661.
2. Hartv;ick, Harry, op. cit
.
, p, 275,
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.
the United States began awkv/ardly to see itself not as an illegitimate
child of Europe but as the master of its ov/n proud house,” 1
Starting out with Ann's engaging and wholesome childhood in
the town of Waubanakee, Illinois, the book at first bids fair to be
Lewis' finest. Strangely enough, his treatment of the small tovm here is
no longer bitter— is, indeed, seemingly almost nostalgic. After child-
hood, we are told, Ann kept no touch v/ith her native town, never returned
to it, but ''?/hen she was middle-aged, ’feubana-kee was a memory, a little
humorous, a little touching, a picture she had seen in her youth, unreal,
romantic, and lost,” And at first we are told that its influence over
Ann's whole life was great,
”,
,
.that small town and its ways, and all her father's principles of
living, entered into everything she was to do in life. Sobriety, honest
work, paying his debts, loyalty to his mate and to his friends, disdain
of unearned rewards, , , .and a pride that would let him neither cringe
nor bully, these were her father's code”—and Ann never quite got away
from it, 2
In view of her subsequent degeneracy and lack of moral-clear-
thinking, it would seem either that Ann had completely outgrown all her
early attitudes
—or that Lev;is had forgotten the first part of his book by
the time he was writing the last. In the be'ginning he says; "Yes, so
deep was ’Yaubanakee in her heart that all her life Ann caught herself
naively classifying acquaintances as Good People and Bad People, as im-
plicitly as had her Sunday-School teacher in the 7aubanakee Presbyterian
3
Church,
, . , It was a prejudice she could never much regret,” But
1. Lewis, Sinclair, Ann Vickers, pp, 3-9.
2. Ibid . , p, 7,
3. Ibid
, , p, 8. ;
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.
iong before the book is done, it is apparent that Ann neither knows the
difference between Good People and Bad People—nor would care a whit if
she did know. She has so far outgro^vn the village that she cares not at
all what other folk think of her conduct. And her desperate love of
what she calls "freedom" (which seems to be simply license) is definitely
not a village trait. This disagreement between the first of the book
and the last is disturbing to the reader and is a serious artistic flav/,
Ann's ultimate degeneracy is all the more revolting because of her evident
ability and her earnest efforts (in the central portionscof the book)
for woman suffrage, in settlement v/ork, and prison reform. Her final
renunciation of all her early principles, however, negates all the good
she has tried to do, and v/e are left with a nauseous loathing—and a
longing for the good old days of Puritanism. T/e begin to feel also a
loathing for Lewis,
Although Sinclair Lewis has delivered some of the most damag-
ing and scurrilous attacks against the village which can be anywhere
found, it seems probable that he has chosen it simply as a symbol. He is
doubtless aware of the fact that intellectual sloth and narrow complacency
are not characteristic of the village alone. He realizes that pro-
vincialism is found all over America— in city and village, in the "cul-
tured" East and in the raw r.iddle-V/est . He is even av/are that village
people are much like people everyv/here--no better and no worse, Ann
Vickers "once heard Carl Van Doren say in a lecture that before he had
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left his native village of Hope, Illinois, he had met, in essence, every-
one whom he was ever to meet, Ann agreed'*, and so, seemingly, does
1
Lewis, He has chosen the village as the butt of his vituperation because
it is most obviously the embodiment of all that he despises in America,
It follows, then, that in his attack he is contrasting the village with
some Utopian ideal—some dream of America, as he would like to see it.
For, in his denunciation of dull materialism he is hitting all America,
not merely the village. So, too, in his attacks on smugness, stupidity,
blatant optimism; these rage rampant in city as well as village. As for
his constant railing at the booster spirit—where did the villagers learn
to be boosters?— from the cities, of course. That Lewis is aware of
all this is evident in Ann Vickers
,
The picture he there gives of city
life is no more encouraging than his former diatribes against the village,
^at he fears most for America is the deadening standardi-
zation of the present age, and he pounces upon the village because the
damning effects of this standardization are there so clearly seen. He
feels, as does Sherwood Anderson, that the march of machines is levelling
the whole world into one "monotonous uniformity, , , be fore which all the
2
individual colors and graces and prides and habits flee, , , To him
the monstrous Machine Age is trampling all individuality from American
lives; killing all spiritual liberty; producing a fraternity of dullards,
and levelling all men into an equality of mediocrity. And to him this
1. Lewis, Sinclair, Ann Vickers , p, 8,
2, Van Doren, Carl, o£, cit ,
, p, 162.
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tragedy is nowhere more obvious than in the village. As he sees it, "The
villages of the Middle 7/est.
.
.conquered and converted by the legions of
mediocrity,
.
.are setting out to carry the dingy banner, led by the boost
er’s calliope and the evangelist's bass drum,
, .to make provincialism
1
imperialistic,
, .
." Dismayed at such a spectacle, he shouts out bitter
accusation in novel after novel--and, as Van Doren observes, the fact
that he is widely read (in village and city) proves that the battle
against complacency is not yet lost.
Lewis admits, however, that for all his raucous criticism
perfect
of things-as-they-are
,
he is not in reality seeking some^Utopia, Nothing
is farther from his desire. "I can imagine", he says,
"nothing more horrible ths-n a world in which no one was hard-boiled and
mean; in which everyone beamed like a Y.M.C.A. secretary, insisted on
helping all the brethren who damned well wanted to be left alone, and
conversed v;ith mellifluous omniscience about Keats, the quantum theory,
S, Parkes Cadman, four-wheel brakes, S, A., and Chateau Yquem." 2
Obviously, he longs for no Utopia of saccharine perfection.
He would not feel at home in a world which was not savored with a con-
siderable spice of sin. And he would have nothing to sharpen his tongue
upon if there were no complacent stupidity anywhere about. In such a
world he would be of all men most miserable. His desire is not to bring
about perfection— but he would like to make life less dull—and to that
end, would recommend for Babbitt and Kennicott and Dodsworth and all
their uncountable kinsmen "that they should know a little more about
1, Van Doren, Carl, 0£. cit , , p. 162,
2, Lewis, Sinclair, "Hr. Lorimer and Me", The Nation , July 25, 1928.
(quoted by Hartwick, op. c^., p, 280.)
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I
history; that they should better comprehend the difference between Irish
stew in America and fried mushrooms at Schooner's in Vienna; and that they
should talk of the quest of God oftener than of the quest for the best
1
carburetor."
i
SHERWOOD ANDERSON . Shei*wood Anderson and Sinclair Lewis are
t
often associated together in the revolt against the village, and in some
I
respects they are very similar. They are both Middle-Westerners, familiar
with village life, and they both fervently hate the standardizations of the
Machine Age and its stifling of individuality. And both began writing
about the same time. But the difference in the effect ^ich their work
created indicates a difference between them. Both Windy McPherson's Son
I
I
(1916) and Winesburg. Ohio (1919) had appeared before the publication of
Main Street in 1920, but neither of them had caused the uproar brought by
the latter novel. Friends of the village saw in Sherwood Anderson no such
dangerous enemy as they saw in Sinclair Lewis. His attack on the village
is less bitter, more subtle. In literary methods the two are very diff-
erent. Lewis is a reporter interested in reproducing "the surface of
life,
. .
.Anderson gropes awkwardly for the hidden impulse that will ex-
2
plain a whole life," To Anderson what goes on in the minds of his char-
acters is the important thing. Ho is a psychoanalyst in literature,
"He wants to know why things are as they are, and he feels that he
can never know so long as he stands outside and simply watches actions,
[
He wants to creep into the very being of his characters, to live their
I
1. Lewis, Sinclair, "Mr, Lorimer and Me", The Nation . July 25, 1928.
[
(quoted by Hartwick, op . cit .
, p, 280.)
I
2, Blantenship, Russell, o£, cit .. p, 665,
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lives, to share their subconscious minds, and by doing so to effect a
mystic union of the one with the many. It is his immense effort to find
the undiscoverable that has made him brood moodily over the problems of
life. ..." 1
This mystical attitude is out of tune with the times. The
skeptical Machine Age is not friendly to the intuitive mind. It is a
source of constant regret to Anderson that just when the nation had settled
its problems of clearing the country and winning the Civil War and was
ready for fruitful leisure and the development of a true culture—just then
the Machine rose up, and Industry spread its pall over the land, killing
at birth vdiat might have become an age of art and beauty. This fact for-
ever rankles in Anderson’s mind. He grieves for the days that are dead—
for the slow and friendly way of doing things, for the pride in crafts-
manship, He fears his own age with its factories hurriedly turning out
cheap things all alike. He sees it deadening the spirits of men and rob-
bing them of creative joy in their work. The conflict which rages within
him between his own mystical spirit and the matter-of-fact spirit of his
age confuses him. He is no clear thinker. His ideas are a muddle of
poetic impulses. He cannot say what he feels. Nevertheless, at times
his writing reaches a high plane of artistry. Some of his narratives
have a '’poignance and erdginality that must place them among the high-
2
lights of our literature,” He never tries to bo clever or ornate but
wins his way by honest simplicity and a tender poetic spirit.
In his attack on the village ho is never so obvious as Lewis
1. Blankenship, Russell, o£. cit p, 666.
2, Hartwick, Harry, o£. cit., p, 121,
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or Masters, He hates only those things which thwart and Inhibit and make
I
less glorious them it ought to be, the soul of man. It is for this that
he censures Industry, and for this that he sometimes speaks out against the
village. The narrowness of interests in the small town and its petty and
^
cruel curiosity are fearful things to him. But, like Lewis, he compares
I
the village not with the city, which is equally, perhaps more, vicious—but
I
to the Ideal community. His remedy, if he should give one, for the ills
of the age would be that all men might have space to breathe and live de-
I
cently in, and that the increased leisure which the Machine Age should
I
bring might be used creatively. For he "has at heart the ideal of a
medieval craftsman, holding that men will be truly happy only when they can
1
again find joy in creative labor,"
Anderson does not often berate the village openly—but his un-
happy characters are usually the product of the narrow, inhibiting life
of a small town. They have been grotesquely misshapen by the repression
of natural beauty, of sexual beauty, of religious beauty, in the imprison-
i
, ing village, Althou^ he uses little specific background and is not even
necessarily Mid-Western, one cannot read far in his books without realizing
how much the Middle-Western village has had to do with the shaping of his
tales. He feels that the loss of the old frontier and the confining pri-
son of Industry has oppressed the Middle-West, Men can no longer find
spiritual escape. They have been "blocked and thwarted, , , ,They cannot
escape their inner selves. Thus, in a very definite sense Anderson be-
2
comes the most bitter of the village rebels,"
I
1, Blankenship, Russell, o£, cit ,, p, 670,
2. Ibid., p. 671,
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Because of his poetic spirit, his intense interest in symbols
and psychology, he holds a unique place among mriters of this group. Far
more than Lewis he has attained toward the universal, but ho has not yet
freed himself from the village, "Because of Anderson's mysticism and his
interest in psychology the village only half holds him,
, ,Anderson’8
characters have in them more than a little of the universal. But he is
not quite liberated from the village, nor will he ever be, for he cannot
forget that his interesting though pitiable grotesques are made by the re-
1
pressions of village environment,"
Windy McPherson's Son . Anderson is a frequent user of auto-
biographical material in his stories. In this, his first novel, his own
boyhood and the characters of his father and mother appear. The boy>
Sam McPherson, sensitive, poetic, capable, grows up in the little town of
Caxton, Iowa, Son of a shiftless father and a proud but broken-down
mother, he is befriended by several kind-hearted townspeople, \riio see in
him great promise. The boy despises his boastful father, ifrtio never faces
life as it is, but lives in a fantastic dream world viiiere he is always
hero. Sam resolves to be wealthy, powerful, and respected; and even-
tually goes to the city and achieves his resolve. But, oddly enough, he
finds within himself much that he had despised in his father. After a
time he tires of his success. His father's old love for a shiftless,
irresponsible life crops out in him. He deserts his wife and job and
becomes for a time a common tramp. He is uncertain of what he wigits or
1, Blankenship, Russell, op. cit .
.
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where to find it. He finds within himself his father's inability to face
life. He has become indeed “Windy McPherson's Son" and will probably
i
always remain so—for his resolve, at the close of the book, to return to
i his duties and "face life" is uncei*tain and wavering,
Anderson looks at the village of Caxton with more sympathy
than Lewis would have shown. Unlike Lewis, he has eyes to see the beauty
of the village and its people, and these he treats with a poet's touch.
But he is also fully aware of the ugly side. He knows that some of the
people 60*6 malicious, envious, and cruel. He sees the gentle charm of
village life at its best—but he is not blind to its narrow tyrannies, its
brutality, its mean curiosity.
In Winesburg, Ohio (1919), a group of psychological sketches,
Anderson is at his best. As Carl Van Doren points out, there is much
similarity between this work and Spoon River Anthology in effect. But
the method is different, Anderson "speaks in accents and rhythms obstin-
ately his own, ,, ," emd "touching scandal with beauty as his predecessor
1
(Master^ touched it with irony, Mr, Anderson constantly transmutes it,"
These are dark stories of wretched human beings hounded by repressions,
strangers to joy, crushed by life until they are no longer fully human,
"Yet even among such pitiful surroundings Mr, Anderson walks tenderly.
He honors youth, ho feels beauty, ho understands virtue, ho trusts wisdom
2
, ,
,he still cherishes the memories of some specific Winesburg." With
1. Van Doren, Carl, o£. cit ,. p, 155,
2, Ibid ,
, p, 156,
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.
th« psychologist’s aptitude for probing at the roots of things
,
he searches
for the hidden tragedies and passions which have warped these strange,
pathetic lives. He touches their sins and their sorrows with kind hands.
Carefully he draws away the veils of human secrecy until each soul stands
naked with its burden of bewilderment and stark despair, "Against the
peaceful background of the meadows, the ordered quiet of the corn rows,
he projects these evidences of constant unhappiness, of misspent, unfilled
1
lives,
. ,
These tales would have been vastly different if written by
Sinclair Lewis, He would have filled the book with satiric condemnation.
He would have railed at Winesburg for its "dullness," Not so, Anderson,
No matter how trivial the life or how "queer"^ the man, Anderson never
lau^s at his characters or points them to scorn. None of these poor
creatures are important (save to themselves), but Anderson is interested
even in the least of them. Dull and ordinary as the village outwardly
is-»he has made it full of drama—wild, beautiful, sordid, terrible drama.
Each life to him is valuable and interesting. And to these poor people
and to Anderson, himself, Winesburg is not dull but full of perplexing
and important issues—sin and beauty, life and death,
A Story-Teller’s Story (1924) is also autobiographical and
contains a great amount of enlightening and fascinating material for the
student interested in Anderson’s life or the workings of a poet’s mind.
Much of it is reminiscent of Windy McPherson’s Son, as could be expected.
1, Dondore, Dorothy, 02 , cit ., p, 413,
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—and here, as there, he paints the village with a clear perception of its
limitations, yet is not unmindful of its merits. He hates its prejudices
and its mental and spiritual decay—but, above all, he fears the tendency
. toward standardization which is steadily creeping over the village and all
America. Here, as before, he feels that man's only weapon against spiritual
impotence is a return to manual rather than machine production—to a pride in
creative craftsmanship,
I
i
ROGER L, SERGEL . During the 1920* s a number of minor authors
1
were busy aiding in the bombardment of the village. Among these were Homer
I
Croy, Carl Vem Vechten, Roger Sergei, The latter may be considered as
representative. In Arlie Gelston (1923) he follows in the tradition of
I
I Sinclair Lewis by producing as dismal a picture of the small town as could
well be imagined. This is the story of an ignorant, cheap girl (with the
glimmering of something finer within her) who continually sought for some-
I thing in life better than the sordid ugliness all about her. In her fruit-
less, yet ever hopeful, search, lies her pitiable tragedy. The early part ol
the story took place in Coon Falls, Iowa, where Arlie (then a nineteen year
old high-school girl) lived with her slatternly mother, her defeated father,
and her crass younger brother, Phil, Like every girl, she had dreams; but
: there was little to feed them on in Coon Falls, Seemingly, neither in
homes nor schools nor churches of Coon Falls was there anyone with vision
and interest enough to see the value of youthful dreams or the promise in
young eyes. The only alluring place in the whole dull town was the moving
picture theatre. Only there could Arlie find the beauty and joy ehe
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craved; there she could watch the wonders of the world fly by on the
screen y and forget the ugly emptiness of her surroundings. Disdainful
of the village boys, Arlie's heart leapt up wdien she beheld Herb Shuman,
from a neighboring community. He was a gentleman, graceful and tall, A
prey to his charms and her own dreams, she was quickly seduced euid aban-
doned. Her pregnancy, under the watchful, leering eyes of the village,
was a trial by fire. She accepted it without bitterness, bore it bravely
and emerged with a heart fortified against further hurt. Herb unexpect-
edly returned to marry her, and for a time they were happy. But he soon
died in an accident; and for the rest of her life Arlie sought, but never
found, the elusive joy she had always dreamed of. She became at length
reconciled to the old feeling of longing and futility. Perhaps after
death there was something else
Never once does Sergei speak a good word for the small town.
The only inhabitants he reveals are ignorant, defeated, cheap, ugly, pry-
ing, hypocritical. There is nothing noble and very little kind. Life
is a dull routine of necessary work--hopele8s and with no vision for the
future. Even more than Gopher Prairie, Coon Falls is boorish and dis-
couraging. Sergei, it would seem, blames the degradation of village life
on the benighted ignorance of the villagers and their utter lack of any-
thing in life (either helpful religion, or inspiring work, or love in
their homes) which might prod them, or lead them, to spiritual awareness
and constructive living. Ugliness, cruel prying, gossip and hypocrisy
are the result of this lack. Because of it, too, the town is bleak and
empty of all beauty—so that the dreams of youth are stifled, and only
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in sin can the young find relief from their blank lives.
The picture idiich Sergei presents of the village is typical
of various others drawn during the 1920* s. The Battle of the Village
rages yet, and in all probability will continue to rage for several years
to come. There are, however, certain indications that it has reached its
height and is beginning to subside. But it is only to be expected that
many a random shot and shell will yet fall upon the village, for it (like
all things human) is still, euad will ever remain, fallible. Nor are we
able greatly to regret even the most vicious attacks T«diich have of recent
years been hurled at the village by the writers, for
—
"Breathing restlessness, discontent, they somehow make articulate
the smouldering discontent of the mass, or better still, stir to question-
ing the smug complacency of the many. And,
,
,we may admit that the
Mississippi Valley can profit by the shock Spoon River and Main Street
have given it. Without the conflict precipitated by these books, , ,it
might be content to rest important years in lethargic self-satisfaction
on its material laurels, content with statistics as to the productivity
of its black loam, its buried mineral wealth, its rapid increase in
population," 1
1, Dondore, Dorothy, op, cit pp, 423*24
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CHAPTER IV.
THE RECONCILIATION
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As the Battle of the Village has progressed, it has become
apparent of late years that a period of Reconciliation is approaching. The
war could not last forever, and it seems likely that after the smoke has
cleared away and the bitterness died down, a new and better village will
arise on the fields of fiction (and perhaps in actuality), -There is
evidence that the new village will belong neither to the naturalists nor to
the romanticists. It will be neither Gopher Prairie nor Friendship Village.
It will belong rather to the true realists, of the school of Willa Cather
and Ruth Suokow, who are able to see both the sins and the sweetness of
village life. That such a tendency was forthcoming was vaguely evident
as far back as 1920, ^riien the Battle was at its bitterest. Just as E, W.
Howe heralded the Attack on the village long before it began, so he may be
said to have presaged the coming Reconciliation,
S, W, HOWE, THE ANTHOLOGY OF ANOTHER TQW . In 1920, forty-
three years after the appearance of The Story of a Country Town , Howe
published his Anthology of Another Town . It is almost as if, after read-
ing Spoon River Anthology , he felt the necessity of replying—feeling per-
haps some guilt for his own forbidding picture of the village and the in-
fluence it may have had. In his later book ho is never vindictive but
looks at the village with tolerant and humorous eyes, often reminiscent of
William Allen White’s In Our Town . And in this regard, it is interesting
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to note that when this book was written, Howe had been, like T!?hite, a
country editor for many years. His early bitterness is still sufficiently
present, however, to prevent him from indulging in any sentimentality to-
ward the village. His later book—
",
,
.portrays the narrowness and malignant gossip of village life and
particularly the limitation of interests for the women; it even touches
on Howe's old theme of the blighting effects of unhappy marriage. And yet
somewhat sardonically it reveals a kindliness in the village that in the
earlier book was minimized, even the most cutting exposes being somehow
without bitterness. It is as if the author, having climbed triumphant
through the morbidity and spiritual catastrophes of his early years, had
emerged on a new plane of understanding, a man who, stilifc^onscious of human
frailties and injustice, is without resentment, who, having passed through
the bitter slough of despond, is devoting his mature years in detachment to
seeing life clearly and seeing it whole," 1
He paints the village much as it really is (that is, as we
have found it)— filled with human creatures, viio are enigmatic mixtures of
good and evil, wisdom and stupidity. Unlike Masters in The Spoon River
Anthology he makes little ado about scandal (and in this, is true to the
reticence of his age), "He appears,
,
,to be as he is in the flesh—
a
wise old man letting his memory run through the town and recalling bits of
2
decent, illuminating gossip,"
BOOTH TARKINGTON, ALICE ADAMS . The turn toward a
sensible realism is further indicated by Booth Tarkington's finest novel,
Alice Adams (1921), That such a dyed-in-the-wool romanticist as Tarkingtoa
should shift oven thus mildly toward realism indicates that the Attack on
the village was having widespread repercussions. After long over-
1, Dondore, Dorothy, ojg* cit.« pp, 404-05,
2, Van Doren, Carl, 0£. c^., pp, 159-60,
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indulgenc# in sentiment, Tarkington has here produced "a genuine middle-
1
class tragedy" —a tragedy miniature but nevertheless authentic. Alice
Adams, attractive and ambitious but poor, is not content to make herself
happy with girls of her own class, but strives pathetically to bo a member
of the town’s group of "society" girls from fine old homes of wealth and
culture. Despite her handicaps, this would not have been impossible had
her character been thoroughly worthwhile and sincere. But she imitated
and pretended and "pushed" until she had made herself obnoxious and
despicable to the people she so wanted to win as friends. Yet for all
her faults, she had, underneath, a good heart—tender
,
cheerful, courage-
ous. We despise her—yet sympathize with her pathetic struggle, and the
sting of her failure. Tarkington is usually merely amused at the young;
but hero, almost for the first time, he shows "a considerate sense of the
pathos of youth. It strengthens the pathos of Alice’s fate that the
comedy holds otit so well; it enlarges the comedy of it that its pathos is
2
so essential to the action. Even the most comic things have their tears’*
Thus the new spirit of realism has influenced Tarkington to write a
really important novel—in irtiich for the first time he indicates that
perhaps life is not always rosy in the small town.
ZONA GALE, PREFACE TO A LIFE . Zona Gale, who in her early
career had produced one of the most incurably romantic of all villages,
was also greatly changed by the trend toward realism. Her tendency
1. Dondore, Dorothy, 0£. cit.. p. 403.
2. Van Doren, Carl, 0£. dt . , p. 94,
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toward "sweetness** was tempered until she produced some really conwincing
tales of small-town life. Her true ability had lain more or less dormant
during the Friendship Village era, but all along she had possessed a
subtle intelligence, and "needed only the encouragement of a changing
1
public taste to be able to escape from her sugary preoccupations". Never
does she indict the village scurrilously, however, nor does she indulge
in such minute details as does Lewis, But by indirection and by eloquent
(though quiet) irony she destroys Friendship Village and paints a truer
town on her later pages. Thus quietly hinting, "Miss Gale, in her clear,
flutelike way, joins the chorus in which others play upon noisier in-
2
struments,"
Preface to a Life (1926) is representative of this later mood.
No one would guess it to bo a product of the same mind which created
Friendship Village
.
The facility of style is the same, and the delicate
ease of description is similar. But the theme is far more robust and the
characters more vital. The town of Pauquette—far from being a little
heaven-on-oarth is a subtle trap of a town. Its endless routine of un-
interesting work, its dull domesticity, its unkempt ugliness—sap the
vigor and dreams of the protagonist until he (awaking at last to his
irreparable loss) goes mildly crazy.
But notwithstanding the adverse testimony of this book. Miss
Gale had no intention of swinging entirely away from the tradition of
Friendship Village, For her, the small town ever remained, for all its
1, Van Doren, Carl, op, cit ., p, 165,
2. Ibid .
.
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flaws, a pleasant and loveable place.
"She knew—even when the record of the hour seemed to say the
opposite--that the roots of a civilization are set deep in its country-
side and villages where the tone and temper of life are set for the over-
helming millions. ...
”*The small town today*, she once wrote, *is a place here one can
find plenty of leisure, here people Iralk about their gardens, where
children hava a place in the home, where members of the family come iiito
intimate contact with each other, and here there is not that air of
breathlessness that plants one impression on top of another so fast that
all are lost,*" 1
Thus, though the spirit of the *20*8 opened her eyes to the faults of the
village, she remained to the end, fundamentally its friend.
BESS STREETER ALDRICH, From a literary standpoint, the
works of Bess Streeter Aldrich are not particularly important. She has
no great originality; her ability and style are mediocre. But, because
of her widespread popularity, the attitude which she takes toward the
small town is valuable to us. She approaches perilously near the "sweet
village" tradition but stops just in time. Her popularity would indicate
that a considerable portion of the reading public, at least, look with
favor upon a kind but clear-eyed presentation of the village. Miss
Aldrich is a sort of womanly Tarkington—but there is more nourishment in
her books than in Tarkington*s usual thin gruel. She is interested in
the sturdy, old-fashioned virtues and the fine integrity of happy home-
life, Her small towns are idealized but not robbed of reality. She does
not pretend that there is complete democracy in them, nor does she deny
that ignorance, pettiness, and dullness are often there. But she does
1, Frank, Glenn, Rural Progress, Dec,, 1938, "Zona Gale and the Rural Soul"
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maintain that life in a small town can be pleasant and useful, and that
many small-town people are far from being illiterate. They may enjoy
the smell of the prairie rather than the more "cultural” smell of the
sea, but that does not prevent them from appreciating the better books
and magazines of the day. They may not understand T, S, Eliot (perhaps
an indication of their sanity) but they enjoy Robert Frost and Edwin
Arlington Robinson, In fact. Miss Aldrich sees her prairie towns not
as Utopias but as cross-sections of life, and, as such, no more benighted
than a Boston or a New York, She is bitter only at those critics who
think of everything Mid-Western as "hideous and cramping”. She believes
that the true Mid-Western writer "does not pi-etend that the (prAirie
countr}^ is idyllic.
, ,
"nor will he speak of it as bleak and uninteresting. He does not assert
that it has attLained to great heights of culture and art, , ,nor will he
sell it for thirty pieces of silver. But [hej, , , catches in Ms writings
the gleam of the soul of the wide prairie, dim and deep, and mysterious.
For here, as everywhere, drama ebbs and flows like the billowing of the
seas of yellow irtieat," 1
She is one of a school of lesser writers of the period, whose stories,
chile on the whole favorable to the small town, show by their attempt at
a balanced picture, the influence of the Battle of the Village,
RUTH SUCKOW, Of all those whose writings represent a
reconciliation of the viewpoints of the friends and enemies of the village^
Ruth Suckow and Willa Gather are outstanding. With a just but sympath-
etic realism they stand as interpreters of the Middle West, Miss Suckow,
1. Aldrich, Bess Streeter, The Rim of the FrAifie . pp, 351-52,
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a native of Iowa, has drawn with fine honesty, an excellent portrayal of
life in the little villages and farms of inland America. Quietly she
has risen above locale to achieve genuine importance in the estimation of
present-day critics.
In such books as Country People (1924) she writes of the hard
life of the prairie-state farmer. August and Emma Kaetterhenry, by life-
long toil, wrest a modest fortune from their farm. Their life is simple,
unromantic, severe. But they find a certain joy in their hard work and
sturdy independence. They do not expect nor need many of the "comforts
of life". Miss Suckow looks upon their lot with S3rmpathy—blinded neither
by bitterness nor optimism. She knows that they have seldom known great
happiness; she knows that they have worked too hard. But she looks deep
into their Spartan hearts, and seeing that they are content, respects
their way of living. When, in their old age, they do not quite know how
to enjoy their ease and leisure, she is not caustic toward them. She
listens kindly to their simple talk—of sickness and death, weddings and
births, of religion and "how they thought God looked at things"—eind calls
them neither dull nor stupid. She hears them being thankful for a good
home and children and that they "didn’t have to be sent to the poorhouse"
—and she has no word of reproach for them because they never learned to
eat canapes and caviar, nor ever heard the name of E»ra Pound.
In The Bonney Family (1928) the village is pictured as not
always happy, not always kind—but blessed with its own share of goodness.
Friends were as loyal in Horning Sun as anywhere else—and life as pleas-
ant. To the parsonage children, the cool shadow of the church (with the
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pigeons on its roof), the deep grass, the flowers, the beloved cat, the
cow, the homey visits with the neighbors, were memorable things. The
quiet days often began with "a thick crust of dew over the grass", and
when the boy Wilfred "took the morning pint of milk to Grandma Dayton, sun-
light fell long down the street through the elms. Cobwebs on trees, on
1
plumy weeds, were sparkled over with wet," It seems strange that Carol
Kennicott (nor, apparently, Lewis, himself) were ever able to find in
Gopher Prairie any such scene as this. Wore they so used to looking at
the bigness, the gaudy glitter, of the city that they were unable to see
the unobtrusive loveliness to be found in even the ugliest country town?
Miss Suckow, with her ability to appreciate the quiet goodness of village
life and the rugged integrity of rural people—without ever closing her
eyes to the pathetic hardships of the farm or the petty Jealousies of the
village--ha8 given to the rest of America the finest interpretations of
the Middle-West produced by any other novelist save Willa Gather,
WILLA GATHER, It is Willa Gather who more thM any of our
authors has (in the phrase of Blankenship) gone beyond the village. She
has not been deceived by the rosy testimonies of those who see only bliss
in the village—nor has she been frightened away by the vituperations of
those who are its raucous enemies. Serenely, she has walked through and
beyond the village, viewing it with the detached eyes of the artist, and
re-creating its spirit upon her excellent, care fully-wrought pages. She
P* 3,1, Suckow, Ruth, The.Bo^ey Family
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strings neither to sentimental local-color nor to indiscrimiDinate condem-
nation of village ways, "She has, apparently, few revenges to take upon
1
the communities in which she has lived during her expanding youth,”
But, notwithstanding her liberality, she does not mince words when she
encounters viciousness or intolerance in the village, ",
,
,she has said
quite enough in her books to let one know just what she thinks of the
2
small town in its least laudable aspects," She is perfectly aware of the
frequent ugly flimsiness of the village, of its pettiness, its delight in
and fear of gossip, its furtive and repressed inhabitants. But her rugged
soul finds no morbid fascination in these things. She sees them and pass-
es on. Neither is she lured by the friendliness of the village or the
leisure of its ways, "She has refused to be confined geographically by
the small town, , ,Sho has gone beyond the village at every point, , ,
she has gone beyond the limitations of locale to achieve something of the
3
universal,"
She is the finest of the new realists. Her realism far
transcends the detailed naturalism of Lewis or the sex-possessed dis-
closures of Spoon River Anthology , Hers is a realism akin to that of
Tolstoy, created not by an accumulation of authentic detail, but by the
skillful molding of impressions until upon the written page reality is re-
born, "Miss Gather's is a realism washed clean of all superficial and
irrelevant aspects of reality. It is founded upon the inner core of
being and not upon surface manifestations. And because she has not
1, Van Doren, Carl, o£, cit ., p, 117,
2, Blankenship, Russell, o^. cit,, p, 677,
3, Ibid ,
, p, 678,
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offered, as Frost says, a great deal of dirt with her potatoes, no one
1
has yet been obtuse enough to doubt their reality,” Unlike Lewis, who
writes more as a brilliant journalist than as an artist—Miss Gather fuses
her realism with the emotions of her people until they are one. She has
said, "liVhatever is felt upon the page without being specifically named
there--that, it seems to me, is created. It is the inexplicable presence
of the thing not named, of the overtone divined by the ear but not heard
2
by it, , ,that gives high quality to the novel, , , ,” And this "high
quality" she has beautifully achieved in her own productions.
Like Anderson, Miss Gather is not predominantly interested in
action. Rather, "her stories are dramas of personality,
, ,
She,
"almost alone among her peers in this decade, understands that human char-
acter, for its own sake has a claim upon human interest, surprisingly
irrespective of the moral or intellectual qualities which, of course, con-
3
dition and shape it," She champions the poetic spirit, the dreamer,
against the practical materialist, the sturdy-souled primitive against the
polished but artificial dilettante. Her theme concerns the conflict of
these worthier people against a blind and intolerant society. This
struggle between character and environment is always in the foreground of
her thinking, and the environment which she "first studied and that she
has never completely departed from is that of the village. She fre-
quently uses rural settings [as in 0 Pioneers^ but always in the distance
1, Blankenship, Russell, og* cit ,, p, 674,
2. Ibid ,. p, 674.
3,Van Doren, Garl, ojg. cit ,. p, 118,
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one can hear the village chorus passing judgement on people and inci-
dent s ,
"
A Lost Lady
. In the novel A Lost Lady (1923) the shadow of
the village falls heavily over the life of Marian Forrester, but so subtly
does it wield its influence that the casual reader might be unaware of
its significance. At first the nearby village seems to have no part in
the detached and beautiful life of the wealthy Mrs, Forrester, Character
and background are blended so perfectly that no demarcation is readily
visible between them, 'The book seems to be nothing more than a char-
acter study, but one of the chief characters is the spirit of the Ne-
2
braska village,” Toward the vicious curiosity of the village women Miss
Gather directs stinging words. it would be difficult to find a more
caustic indictment of the village than is here given, and it eventually
becomes apparent that the influence of the village upon the outcome of
the story is important. It was indeed the village community, with its
dearth of beauty and mental stimulation, which ruined Mrs, Forrester,
In a happier environment her story would have been different,
"Some critics have spoken as if they did not consider the back-
ground of A Lost Lady an important and integral part of the story. It is
true that Marian Forrester might have been the same woman in the time of
Louis XIV, , , but in a congenial background that offered no spiny points
of contact, she would have had an utterly different career, and the whole
significance of the story would have disappeared. Without the village
she would never have been lost. Her very immeasurable distance above the
sordid and stupid uniformity of village ways made her a lost lady, and
she was doubly lost in her lamentable descent to the level of a clownish,
village Don Juan,” 3
1, Blankenship, Russell, o£, cit ,, p, 677,
2, Ibid ,. p. 675.
3, Ibid.
,
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The Professor’s House. This finely-chiseled story is less
closely touched by the village than is A Lost Lady . An oddly appealing
book) it concerns the problems of Professor St, Peter, a sensitive and
loveable gentleman, who is troubled by his family’s pursuit for wealth
and success and superiority. He prefers the past to the hurried present
and eventually finds joy by retiring to his old house, while his family
busy themselves with new homes and trips to Europe. Miss Gather employs
the peculiar device of "a story within a story” by the insertion of the
section on Tom Outland—but thereby bestows upon the rest of the book a
richness of overtones otherwise impossible. ”0ne of the memorable things
about The Professor’s House is the contrast between Tom Outland, the
strong intelligent primitive, who might have been Professor St. Peter's
son-in-law, and the trig Lucius Marcellus, who actually was,” Both
Marcellus and Scott McGregor, the other son-in-law are village types,
"Both are Phillistines; one is flashy and successful, the other would
1
like to be,”
The exquisite restraint of The Professor’s House distinguishes
it as one of the finest of Miss Gather’s works. It is "as stark as a
poem by Frost and just as rich in overtones of spiritual beauty and sign-
2
igicemce,” It is necessarily the production of an intuitive artistry
coupled with painstaking care«yet never is its craftsmanship obtrusive.
No matter how dearly Miss Gather nay love perfection of form and style,
she never achieves this at the expense of a warmth of sympathy and affec-
1, Blankenship, Russell, op, cit . , p, 677,
2. IMd,, p. 677.
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tion for her characters,",
, .A Lost Lady and The Professor *8 House
. , .
are a*s objective as fiction can become without being exclusively in the
form of soliloqu)^y or conversation. And yet those books are brimful of
1
human sympathy,"
Obscure Destinies (1932) is a group of three short narratives,
all set in the Middle «*We st
, The first, "Neighbor Rosicky", should cer-
tainly rank among the world* s finest and most appealing short stories.
How loveable, how thoroughly fine and generous, is Neighbor Rosicky. His
old-world love of the land, his dauntless heart, his kindly humorous ways
endear him to all. With his happy wife, his strong and sturdy sons, he
lives wholesomely on the fruits of his good fields, secure in the thought
that as long as they have the land there is nothing to fear. Loving life
and living it joyfully, they were not afraid of the future. Hardships
would come, certainly; "it was a hardship to have the wheat freeze in the
ground when seed was so high; and to have to sell your stock because you
had no feed. But there would be other years when everything came all
ri^t, and you caught up. And what you had was your own. You didn't
2
have to choose between bosses and strikers and go wrong either way,"
"Old Mrs, Harris" is a character drawing of a fine old lady
who tried to keep up the traditions of her pleasant life in Tennessee,
when destiny placed her in a small Colorado town. The glimpse we are here
given of village life is rather pleasant. The people are, for the most
1, Blankenship, Russell, 0£, cit . . p, 657,
2, Gather, Willa, Obscure Destinies , pp, 59-60,
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part, sincerely kind—but, being of Yankee background, they cannot under-
stand the way of life followed by the Southern family. They feel that
the grandmother is treated unjustly, and she is unhappy because they mis-
judge her family. Only their neighbor, Mrs, Jackson, is obnoxiously
curious, however, and Grandma manages to keep her at a distance until at
last illness and death intervene. Then, as in A Lost Lady , the doors of
the sorrowing house are left unguarded, and the prying eyes come in.
The third story, ”Two Friends", is inferior to the proceeding
two. It lacks their warmth of human interest, although it contains some
significant evidence in regard to the village. It is an account of two
well-to-do business men in a small, flimsy, Kansas town, whose long
friendship was broken by a disagreement over politics. This village is
a dull and unattractive little place, mdiere men, for lack of anything
better to do, quarrel bitterly over trivial matters; and where the only
beautiful things are provided by nature, which even to such a forgotten
town, gives the beauty of moonlight, of velvety dust, of starlight and sun-
light and Trtiispering corn.
These are all the stories of unknown men and women, ^ose
obscure destinies do not prevent them, in Miss Gather’s mind, from being
of worth and importance in their little worlds.
In the dignity and restraint of her style, in her compre-
hensive sympathy, in her wholesome and vital attitude toward life and
people. Miss Gather ranks with the best of all American novelists. The
Middle-West is indebted to her for an interpretation udiich will do much
to explain its character to the rest of the nation. She makes no boasts;
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she makes no defense. She regrets, perhaps, the passing of the pioneer
era with its rugged strength and high courage. But the Middle-West is
still beautiful, still strong, and she is its best interpreter, "Her
books glow with a placid beauty that is a gift graciously bestowed upon
a very few writers, , ,Ii is a gift peculiar to soul and heart rather
than to mind and hand. The unhurried loveliness of (many of her work^
, ,
, reminds one of an Indian summer day upon Miss Gather's well-loved
Western plains when the crisp, cool atmosphere is made luminous by a
1
mellow light that fades in sunset beauties,”
1, Blankenship, Russell, op . cit ,
,
p, 679
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CHAPTER V.
AN EYE TO THE FUTURE,
In this study we have been considering only Middle-Western
literature which touches upon the village. It has been impossible to
watc^the trends of the times in the field of national literature, but it
mi^t be well to take a cursory glance around. The realism of Garland’s
era had, by 1915 or *20, hardened into a harsh naturalism, examples of
idiich were given in this study by the works of Lewis, Masters, Anderson,
and Sergei, This movement was nation-wide—as is evident by the vast
array of novels, obsessed with sex, weighed down by the dark problems of
poverty and social corruption, ^ich appeared (and are yet appearing) in
the two decades after 1920, It was a period of "debunking**—and a natural
phase was the "Revolt from the Village", The novels published during
this time were highly inflammatory, and served to awake the nation from
its proud complacency to a sense of its ugliness and sin. It is quite
possible that such a sensational trend will continue to dominate liter-
ature for years to come (as some critics believe)—especially since the
age itself is "tough-minded" and thoroughly realistic.
But there is visible in the literary world another tendency
fdiich may succeed in ousting the naturalists from their place of domin-
ation, Although it is difficult, if not impossible, to foresee viiich way
the wind will veer, there are hints abroad in the land that the acrid
naturalism of the *20*8 is to be replaced by a sympathetic realism
—
even perhaps by a return to romanticism. In Mid-Western literature a
suggestion of this has been given in what we called "The Reconciliation"
f ^ f
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after the Battle of the Village. The appearance of such writers as
Aldrich y Suckow, and Gather in the Middle-West is supplemented by the work
of such others as Elizabeth Madox Roberts, Edith Wharton, cmd Dorothy
Canfield in other sections of the nation. These authors have achieved a
gracious realism without either sacrificing verity or submitting to
sentimentality. Their works may indicate that America, having come
through the murky slough of naturalism is now ready for a period of bal-
anced and sympathetic realism before the pendulum swings completely to
romanticism again, as it will inevitably do.
That the reading public is surfeited by the dark deluge of
naturalism is further revealed by the recent popularity of such works as
Anthony Adverse by Hervey Allen, and Gone With the Wind, by Margaret
Mitchell; the highly fanciful works of the British author,James Hilton;
the "romantic tushery" of Lloyd C. Douglas; the keen interest in biography
iriiere man is not regarded as a puppet (damned from the beginning if he is
so luckless as to bo bom in Gopher Prairie)—but as an intelligent
1
creature, able—at least in soros measure—to "dominate his environment".
In such books as Donald Culross Peattie's Green Laurels we see man as a
being of invincible spirit—yet able to perceive value in the smallest
things in life. We read of Buffon "humbly getting out of his fine
carriage to watch an ant, or Linnaeus, when he saw the gorse in glower,
2
falling on his knees to pray," That a book of this type should be pop-
ularly accepted, indicates a change in public taste since the hard-boiled
1. McCole. C. John, fcucifer at Large. p, 295.
2. Ibid .. p. 303,
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*20*8, (and it is only one among several of a similar nature). If a
trend toward sympathetic realism ie indeed forthcoming^ we may be sure
that the village will be reinstated to a pleasant place in literature,
can only hope that in its new position it will bo a village half way be
tween Sweet Auburn and Spoon River.
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PART III.
( CONCLUSION )
THE VILLAGE AS I SEE IT.
How does the village of fiction compare with the village of
actuality? Who gives the truest picture of small-town life—Gale or Lewis
or Gather? This is a controversial question, which every man must answer
for himself. There is much truth in all three of these viewpoints.
Having spent all my life (with the exception of a few college years) in
villages of the Middle-West, I feel rather well acquainted with small-town
ways. Yet I feel myself being pulled in different directions as I study
these authors. While reading the apologists, I remember soft, sun-lit
days in my own village, and smile, "Yes, here is a true picture." Then
I turn to the dissenters, and the smile vanishes. These, too, evoke
memories--dark and ugly and better forgotten—but they are also true.
Then, tom between two attitudes and unable to choose between them, I take
up the books of Suckow and Gather. Ahl here is relief. I do not have to
choose between the good village and the bad village at all. For here is
a presentation which is indeed and in truth the village of my memory and
present knowledge. Here is a town both good and bad, delightful and ugly,
kind and cruel. Here, to my mind, is the true village. The reader can
decide for himself whether it is plec^sant or foul. Neither the apologists
nor the dissenters permit such liberty. Zona Gale insists that we love
Friendship Village} Sinclair Lewis forces us to despise Gopher Prairie;
but Miss Gather allows us to choose or reject.
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It is even so with the actual village. Every man must de-
cide for himself whether he likes it or not—whether, to his mind, it is
good or evil. Some very able and excellent people prefer it above all
other abiding places. Others, equally excellent and able, flee it as the
plague, A possible clue to this phenomenon is perhaps suggested in a re-
1
cent magazine article, wherein it is stated that certain types of people
are fundamentally cut out for village life—and others for city life.
The quiet person who prefers thoughtful happiness to brilliant gaiety; who
enjoys leisure rather than excitement; who would often rather be by him-
self than with friends, will be happier in a small town than in the city,
and vice versa. This seems reasonable and may explain why some people
so deeply love the village while others so actively dislike it. It is
understandable how a vigorous, excitement-loving extrovert could be
miserable in the village, where the days are quiet and excitement is rare.
With his energies wasted on trivialities or bottled up and thwarted, ho
could soon become wretched and wholly unable to see the gentle but very
real advamtages of village life.
To me, the village has much to recommend it. Just as I
would say that Bishop Smith is a good man, I would say that the village
is a good place. Bishop Smith is not a perfect man; he has a great many
faults; but, as human beings go, he is blessed with many virtues. The
village is not Utopia; it has many glaring deficiencies; but, as human
institutions go, it holds its place with any. There are those who think
1, Wisehart, M. K. ’’Reading the Price-Tags of Life" (condensed from a
book of the same title. Your Life, May, 1939,
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the city vastly superior; others prefer the country; but there are still
many of us who loyally champion the village. Whether one prefers city,
country, or village probably depends largely upon his childhood. Unless
we have been very unfortunate, the memories of youth are always dear; and
i
if we had a happy childhood in a small town, it is very likely that the
village will always hold a place in our hearts.
Having spent some of my pleasantest hours in villages and
having known there some of my finest friends, I must always be prejudiced
slightly in favor of the small town. To me, it is a place of quiet
happiness, where neighbors are friendly but not crowded too closely to-
gether, It is, indeed, a strange mixture of privacy and friendliness.
In the city one rarely knows the people in the next apartment or in the
neighboring house—and thiSy of course, is an unheard-of thing in the
village. But the villager can take off his shoes at night and drop them
with as loud a bang as he wishes without any complaints from the grouchy
old lady in the flat below. The villager is sometimes disgruntled be-
cause his nei^bors know just how late he comes home at night—but that
is only the price he must pay for the really helpful interest they have
in him. If he is sick or in need, their keen eyes see that, too, and
he is quickly helped—whereas in the city he might perish in lonely
hunger with no neighbor aware of his pli^t. There is blessing, then,
as well as bane in the curiosity of the village. Nevertheless, this
inquisitiveness and the accompanying tendency to gossip are the faults
of the village hardest for me to forgive. It is sometimes difficult to
have sympathy for minds so unoccupied by better things that they have
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ample time and interest to dwell upon the most trivial activities of
everyone else, I know that I never weed a flower-bed without all the
neighbors knowing it—and sometimes the thought infuriates mo. But on
reflection, I realize that this is the price that I must pay for village
life, and I content to pay it.
For who, having lived in the village with its whispering
poplars, its mellow days, its star-filled nights, would willingly ex-
change these for the treeless, hurried city with its hot, hard sidewalks
and its noisy evenings—so garish with street-lights and colored signs
that stars can hardly be seen? I would not, I never approach a city
with its pall of smoke hanging over it like a blight—with its tenements
and slums festering deep in its heart—that I do not feel an overwhelming
pity for these poor trapped people who cannot know the freshness and the
cleanness and the quiet of my village. Nor would I be happy in the city
as long as they were there. Their eyes would haunt me in the lovely
shops, in the art galleries, in the fine places of which the city boasts.
These wretched ones are everyvdiere; they cannot be escaped. When I buy
a frivolous thing, their hungry eyes reproach me. They live in the grime
and the grit of a city beside which even the dirt of my village seems
clean, I am relieved to return home again. For in the village I find
no misery such as the city knows. There are poor people here, to be
sure. But they are not denied the things a soul must have to live. They
lack fashionable clothes and dainty food, yes,—but they have room to
live decently, water to keep clean, fresh air to breathe, space for their
children to play* They are not crowded in infested hovels where twenty-
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five people must use one foul bath-room; where the dirty clothes of their
neighbors flap in their windows, and where fire escapes are porches. No
—they may be poor, but they can yet be happy; if they are willing to
work, they have still a chance in life; they have their place in the
community. The poor, but industrious, man in the village has a chance to
make his way; while in the city, for all his good intentions, he may be
swallowed in the maw of Industry and crushed by a poverty from which ho
can never escape. The poorest person is welcome in the village school*
the village church, the village homes—if he is clean and self-respecting.
We are still democratic in the small town. If a boy*s clothes are neat,
we forgive the patches; if a girl is talented and bright, we do not mind if
her grandmother was a wash-woman. For all the faults that the village
may have, this virtue well atones. The village is a haven for the poor.
So many of its blessings are free that only the most shiftless need be
unhappy here.
The social life of the small town centers largely around the
church and the school. The church has come in for much coament in Mid-
Western fiction—often adverse, sometimes favorable. Everyone can see that
the village church (like every church) is far from what it might be. It
is a human institution—blessed of God, but carried on by men. And
udierever there are men, there are faults. The church is full of them*
ministers are human, not divine; congregations are beset by mortal frailty.
The church may sometimes be blamed for fostering narrowness of mind; for
denying life its rightful beauty for the sake of a strict morality; for
turning the eyes of men toward a future world until they have forgotten
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the possibilities of this one. But all of these accusations belong
rather to the pioneer church than to the one of to-day. There is an
earnest and ever-growing effort of the modern church to meet the problems
of men and women of the present—to reach the down-trodden, the forsaken
and the sinful, while not forgetting that the happy man, the fortunate
man, also has needs. There is an earnest effort also, on the part of
the church, to atone for its error of the past—that of turning its
attention wholly to the future life, TJhile its people prepared for
Heaven, poverty and sin and social corruption were spreading over the
nation--and no one saw or cared. But the church awoke to its error, and
is striving to again persuade its people that they are today, as never
before, their brother’s keeper. The village church is handicapped by
lack of resources and facilities, by the nation-wide apathy toward re-
ligion, But quietly, slowly, it is proceeding with its work, maintaining
in a careless age, the sure foundations of a religious faith upon which
the nation was founded.
The village school has had far less attention in the works
we have studied than has the church—idiich seems strange when we consider
the vast influence which it must wield over the development of village
children, A child spends perhaps an hour or two a week in Sunday School
or church, but at least thirty hours in school* It is odd that Sinclair
Lewis has not risen up in protest against the evils of the public-school
system. Masters has protested against the obscenities learned in
village-school outhouses—but who has cried o\it against the danger of
stupid teachers? A child properly reared at home will not be too great-
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ly corrupted by what he learns from child-companions—bxrt how is ho to
be protected from teachers who have no love either for children or for
learning, but who teach simply for the meagre salary they are paid? It
seems to me that this is a grave defect in the village. Not that all
village teachers belong in this category. They do not. Many of them
are sincere and capable. Many are enlightening young minds with the
torch of inspiration and leading them by earnest devotion. But all too
often, school boards are guided by corrupt politics and selfish interests,
and the teachers they hire are not interested in awakening children to
the great and fascinating things to be learned in the world. Instead,
the young minds are deadened by dull facts and stupid figures until they
are incapable of true learning. If villagers are dull, how much of the
blame can be laid on the village school?
The enemies of the village have bitterly accused it of a
lack of culture. They have been somewhat unjudt. Culturally, the
village is admittedly handicapped. Its size and resources do not permit
the building of art galleries, large libraries, opera halls. But this
is less of a drawback now than formerly. The movie, the radio, the
automobile have made every village almost a city suburb} and if the
villager wants something better thsin his town can offer, he has only to
turn a dial or step into his auto to make the city’s pleasures his own.
It is true, of course, that the majority of villagers are not highly-
educated, but neither is the average city-dweller. As for innate
’’culture" or nobility of spirit--it is to be found as readily in the
village as anywhere else, for it is at best a rare quality. The Middle-
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d Vcw 'iSnin gnuoy ^i'dne^dgxine Q’tn ynisk' .:'IclBq>!0 ima f toonie e i£
ioJ" lliJ '^ucI .noiJ'ovab isen'LR- yd inoriJ’ noi niqani “io noioJ’
bn.e eo.t;J-.t[on bqtmoo J'ohJtir^ S'tjs yfciMod' loodoc ,;:»4'io
oJ* nonbi.trfn jjt'tiiiiBdflWB n.c boi-e9n‘:»JT!i, Jjo &''.(> d'lxri aiedojt^J eriJ" bas
,b/^:.>artI .'-.rnow «rfJ- .rt be.cnjael 9d oJ- gnicf&n/.aeBl b;rB r'^J-
yodl li .inu blquo^ httu siojal XIuI .y. vpriabisab s're ebn^u* ^i.'iuoy Bfit
f*a'.r Tlo doifM wort .Hub o-tb atas/iXXcv 'il mut/ Io eidxqao.'.i «ix-
Hondoa ©s.ilXi/ orf4 no bi£l ad nac o.nuXd
B lo ri b&";U90i5 ylnaJ-Xiu over? ©jiJsXIxv a'i;^ xo -“iT.ort® ori?
edJ ,yXX ' .iiiutnu tf.d*A8CTos aood yeriT .atui'Iuo lo jJobX
JXrunaq 4'oa ob Q0o*iijoa®n brsB osxa s tl , b©rrqx:oJbnBrf YXbaJ’XXnibB ex ©giBlIiv
'»xdi' JuS , f riBii Btsqo ^ "e-f 'fi:*: , J:X ©goaX . J*^j3 1:0 3iTxt>Xi..'Cf adX
ocif ^oiXBT f»d^ ^©ivjra ofiT .ylnor'i^ol nsdJ- ’.von sobo- ib b Ic eeol sX
t)dj lx bne jd*iud.U8 vi-.:o e J^.un’jA vjjBjiXiv yisve e£i.-5K ©.Bd eXXdorco
J
ujb
oX ylno od ,.^oVlo nBO rrffo4 exrf wB.iX naJrXod gxix ’.'/Bnioa 3jrf<w> ’x«»2;3XXiv
.jTfl'o 3j.ri so^usB^'Xq c'^''.tXo ajfcw o4 yid o^fr-i qowg oo iBxb .s muX
>yXr::^Xri Jon ©Xi^ s'loj^i.XXiv lo Yj^'ToG^R sri^ 'arid’ ^©.'‘nuoo lo '..t d’X
adBrnic icl oA ,ibiXS'.vb-\%vlo odJ cX tsdiion Xvcf ^i:B./xJOjrb“
srJ n.t yXibBeo dB iica/ol ocf eX .tN-ti'vtqa lo Yollrdoft no ^oiUvT.iuo"
-stbb.i?,? ©fCT .yXilBuo 9'i.e'! b d-aed J.7 e.!: ’X 'rol ,?sIb ooedi^Tn,'.: ejp eyBlii^
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West was handicapped in the beginning in the matter of culture. It was
settled for purely materialistic reasons, and in its struggle to emerge
from frontier days there was little time for anything else. Many of
the pioneer families had no cultural tradition behind them, and, if they
did, it was frequently neglected. But in recent years, as the country
has grown older, it has begun to awake to its own possibilities—and to
achieve a culture of its own. There are many indications of this grow-
ing tendency—one small one being the ever-increasing number of book-
clubs in the Mid-West, as well as throughout the nation. The news-
magazine, Time , for December 12, 1938, carries an illuminating discussion
of this phenomenon, "No longer are women’s literary clubs such gather-
ings of bigots as Sinclair Lewis satirized in Main Street
.
The dreary
picture of a typical club that Robert and Helen Lynd painted in Middle-
town in Tremsition is equally out of date. Such clubs can still be
found. But in up-to-the-minute literary societies members listen to
experts rather than review books themselves, A brand new occupation has
grown up,
,
.the difficult, exhausting, well-paid and influential
vocation of professional reviewer," Culturally the small town is still
far below what we might wish, but before we judge it too harshly we might
remember the words of Earnest Calkins— "Be sure of this: if you find the
1
small town dull, the lack is in you. You no doubt bore the people."
1, Calkins, Earnest Elmo, "Small Town", Atlantic Monthly, Feb,, 1936,
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In asking, “What is a just criticism of the village?” we
must remember that our ajiswer will depend upon what we compare the
village with. If some Utopicui ideal is to be the criterion, the village
will, of course, appear in a dismal light; for it is far from perfect.
But compared with the city, it appears much fairer. No one can make
"a just criticism” of the village which will seem adequate to everyone
else. Each man looks at the world with different eyes, and his own
prejudices must color his estimate of it. But as I look at the village,
I see it as a pleasant place, and for love of it, I am willing to for-
give its deficiencies in return for its compensations.
m '*^e;n£r£J:v orfJ' lo aetaiJino A'cut ei J’sHF*’ ,:^«i'sJ 2^ <tl
B{1& ftoqraor) w liscfr nooo bf:C'j«fc XXlw 't»w8J!ji “Juo oAXi J'bifis
ea-oXU'/ orfd- ^noiie^lna Bii& ad oJ- nJt £ai>b.t ruslao V eaoa 11 .rf^iw &s^SliY
.too'l’ifiq mo'll ml cJ. ic toI Lsimulb a nk -xjeeqqB .©anaoo lo ,IXxar
9 :fj9ni rt-aa ©ao oil ,TSTia‘l ciom sxaaqqs ii QriJ" riXiw bBnaqsaoo
0rtox*i0V9 oJ aofiJopsbjB rastJB XIx® rioidw Bdt lo ‘‘wsiolti'^o a"
ixwo 8M baa ,Qe’{*> iasiollib d&lw follow erfi i-a a;»ooX nr^ts rioalf .©aio
,
9asIX^v ead- <tB :lool X aa &ijH .Xt lo eioiitiJ-*;© eiri loXo? eeolbul&iq
-lol o.t gaiXI.tw icfi I fH lo ovol lol fotus ,90i?Xq iTtJBBj»8Xq b ca eoa I
,
eaoitB5flsqsao& e.ti lol mu&o'i ni aeioaoioilob aJ'i ©vig
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